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Abstract: We prove that for each γ ∈ (0, 2), there is an exponent dγ > 2, the “fractal
dimension of γ -Liouville quantum gravity (LQG)”, which describes the ball volume
growth exponent for certain random planar maps in the γ -LQG universality class, the
exponent for the Liouville heat kernel, and exponents for various continuum approxima-
tions ofγ -LQGdistances such asLiouville graph distance andLiouville first passage per-
colation.We also show that dγ is a continuous, strictly increasing function of γ and prove
upper and lower bounds for dγ which in some cases greatly improve on previously known
bounds for the aforementioned exponents. For example, for γ = √2 (which corresponds
to spanning-tree weighted planar maps) our bounds give 3.4641 ≤ d√2 ≤ 3.63299 and
in the limiting case we get 4.77485 ≤ limγ→2− dγ ≤ 4.89898.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Overview. Let D ⊂ C be a simply connected domain and let h be some variant
of the Gaussian free field (GFF) on D. For γ ∈ (0, 2), the γ -Liouville quantum gravity
(LQG) surface parametrized byD is, heuristically speaking, the random two-dimensional
Riemannianmanifold parametrized byDwithRiemannianmetric tensor eγ h (dx2+dy2),
where dx2 + dy2 denotes the Euclidean metric tensor. The parameter γ controls the
“roughness” of the surface, in the sense that it should in some ways behave more a
smooth Euclidean surface the closer γ is to zero.
LQG surfaces were first introduced in the physics literature by Polyakov [Pol81a,
Pol81b] in the context of string theory. Such surfaces are expected to describe the scaling
limits of random planar maps—random graphs embedded in the plane in such a way
that no two edges cross, viewed modulo orientation-preserving homeomorphisms. The
case when γ = √8/3 (sometimes called “pure gravity”) corresponds to uniform random
planar maps (including uniform triangulations, quadrangulations, etc.) and other values
of γ correspond to random planar maps sampled with probability proportional to a γ -
dependent statistical mechanics model, e.g., the uniform spanning tree (γ = √2), a
bipolar orientation on the edges (γ = √4/3), or the Ising model (γ = √3).
The above definition of a LQG surface does not make literal sense since the GFF h
is a random generalized function (distribution), so does not have well-defined pointwise
values and hence cannot be exponentiated. However, one canmake rigorous sense of cer-
tain objects associatedwith γ -LQG surfaces via regularization procedures. The first such
object to be constructed is the γ -LQG area measure μh associated with h, which is the
a.s. weak limit of certain regularized versions of eγ h(z) dz, where dz denotes Lebesgue
measure. This measure has been constructed in various equivalent ways in works by Ka-
hane [Kah85], Duplantier and Sheffield [DS11], Rhodes andVargas [RV14a], and others.
The construction of μh is a special case of the theory of Gaussian multiplicative chaos;
see [RV14a,Ber17] for overviews of this theory. For certain particular choices of h,1 the
measure μh is conjectured (and in some cases proven [GMS17]) to describe the scaling
limit of countingmeasure on the vertices of randomplanarmaps embedded into the plane
(e.g., via circle packing or harmonic embedding). See [DS11,She16a,DKRV16,Cur15]
for conjectures of this type.
It is expected that a γ -LQG surface also gives rise to a random metric on the domain
D, which describes the Gromov–Hausdorff limit of random planar maps equipped with
the graph distance. So far, such a metric has only been constructed in the special case
1 See, e.g., [DMS14,DKRV16,HRV18,DRV16,GRV16b,Rem18] for definitions of the particular choices
of h corresponding to the scaling limits of random planar maps with different topologies. The γ -quantum cone,
studied in Sect. 4 of the present paper, arises as the scaling limit of random planar maps with the topology of
the whole plane. We note that in the terminology of [DKRV16], etc., the term “Liouville quantum gravity”
is only used in the case when h is one of these special random distributions. Here we follow the convention
of [DS11] and use the term “Liouville quantum gravity” in the case when h is any GFF-type distribution.
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when γ = √8/3 in a series of works byMiller and Sheffield [MS15,MS16a,MS16b]. In
this case, the
√
8/3-LQG metric induces the same topology as the Euclidean metric but
has Hausdorff dimension 4. A certain special
√
8/3-LQG surface called the quantum
sphere is isometric to the Brownian map, a random metric space which arises as the
scaling limit of uniform random planar maps [Le 13,Mie13].
For γ = √8/3, the metric structure of γ -LQG remains rather mysterious. Indeed,
understanding this metric structure is arguably the most important problem in the theory
of LQG. For γ = √8/3, a metric on γ -LQG has not been constructed, and the basic
propertieswhich the conjecturalmetric should satisfy—such as its Hausdorff dimension
— are not known, even at a heuristic level. Nevertheless, there are a number of natural
approximate random metrics which are expected to be related to the conjectural γ -LQG
metric in some sense, so one can build an understanding of “distances in γ -LQG”without
rigorously constructing a metric.
• Random planar maps, such as planar maps weighted by statistical mechanics
models, as discussed above, or mated-CRT maps as studied in [GHS19,GMS17].
• Liouville graph distance. For z, w ∈ D and ε > 0, define the distance Dγ,εh (z, w)
to be the smallest N ∈ N for which there exists a continuous path from z to w in D
which can be covered by N Euclidean balls of γ -LQG mass2 at most ε with respect
to h.
• Liouville first passage percolation (LFPP). For ξ > 0, z, w ∈ D, and δ > 0 define
the distance Dξ,δh,LFPP(z, w)with parameter ξ to be the infimum over all piecewise con-
tinuously differentiable paths P : [0, T ] → D of the quantity ∫ T0 eξhδ(P(t))|P ′(t)| dt ,
where hδ(z) denotes the circle average of h over ∂Bδ(z) (as defined in [DS11, Section
3.1]).
• Various constructions using the so-calledLiouvilleheatkernel, as defined in [GRV14],
which is the heat kernel for Liouville Brownian motion [Ber15,GRV16a].
Wewill sometimes drop the superscript γ or ξ in the notation for Liouville graph distance
and LFPP when it is clear from the context.
The above objects are defined in very different ways and it is not priori clear that they
have any direct connection to each other. The goal of this paper is to show that there is
a single exponent dγ > 2, which we expect to be equal to the Hausdorff dimension of
the conjectural γ -LQG metric, and which describes distances in all four of the above
settings. Using the relationships between the exponents for the different models, we will
also prove that γ 	→ dγ is a continuous, strictly increasing function of γ and prove new
upper and lower bounds for dγ which (except for small values of γ ) greatly improve on
previously known bounds in the above settings (see Theorem 1.2 and Fig. 1 and Table 1).
One can interpret our results as saying that even though we do not yet have a way to
endow a γ -LQG surface with a metric, the fractal dimension of γ -LQG is well-defined
in the sense that in each of the above settings, one has a notion of “fractal dimension”
and these notions all agree with one another. See Sect. 1.5 for some additional quantities
which we expect can be described in terms of dγ , but which we do not treat in this paper.
The starting point of our analysis is a result of Ding, Zeitouni, and Zhang [DZZ18a,
Theorem 1.1] which shows the existence of a γ -dependent exponent which describes
certain quantities related to Liouville graph distance and to the Liouville heat kernel.
This exponent is called χ in [DZZ18a]. We set dγ := 2/χ . We also emphasize that some
estimates in this paper differ by a factor of 2 from estimates in [DZZ18a] since the latter
2 In the case of balls not entirely contained in D, we set μh ≡ 0 outside of D and for the purposes of
defining the circle average we assume that h vanishes outside of D.
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paper defines Liouville graph distance in terms of balls of mass ε2 instead of balls of
mass ε.
Theorem 1.1. ( [DZZ18a]). For each γ ∈ (0, 2), there exists dγ > 2 (the fractal dimen-
sion of γ -Liouville quantum gravity) such that the following is true. Let S = [0, 1]2 be
the unit square and let hS be a zero-boundary Gaussian free field on S. For any two











Furthermore, for each ζ > 0 there a.s. exists a random C = C(z, w, ζ, γ ) > 1 such





≤ pγt (z, w) ≤ C exp
(
−t− 1dγ −1 +ζ
)
, ∀t > 0. (1.2)
We will not directly use the Liouville heat kernel, so we do not say anything fur-
ther about it here and instead refer the interested reader to [GRV14,MRVZ16,AK16,
DZZ18a] for additional background.
Themain contributions of the present paper are to provemonotonicity and bounds for
the exponent dγ of Theorem 1.1 and to prove that this exponent also describes distances
with respect to LFPP and in certain random planar maps.
1.2. Main results. Let dγ be as in Theorem 1.1. We first record the properties which we
prove are satisfied by dγ .
Theorem 1.2. (Monotonicity and bounds for dγ ). The fractal dimension dγ is a strictly
increasing, locally Lipschitz continuous function of γ ∈ (0, 2) and satisfies
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, γ ≤ √8/3√
6γ, γ ≥ √8/3 . (1.5)
Figure 1 shows graphs of our upper and lower bounds for dγ . Table 1 shows a table
of the upper and lower bounds for several special values of γ .
Our upper and lower bounds match only for γ = 0 and γ = √8/3, in which case
d√8/3 = 4. The fact that d√8/3 = 4 is a new result in the setting of Theorem 1.1. In
particular, we now know that the Liouville heat kernel exponent for γ = √8/3 is 1/3.
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Fig. 1. Left. Graph of the lower bound dγ (red) and the upper bound dγ (blue) from Theorem 1.2 together
with the Watabiki prediction dWatγ from (1.15) (green). Note that the bounds dγ ≤ dγ ≤ dγ are consistent
with the Watabiki prediction but the bound (1.6) for the asymptotics as γ → 0 is not. The red and blue curves
meet at (
√
8/3, 4). The “kink” in the red curve occurs at approximately (0.909576, 2.228) and the “kink” in
the blue curve occurs at approximately (0.460149, 2.75662).Right.Graph of the same functions but restricted
to the interval [√2, 2]. Graphs were produced using Mathematica































































































We emphasize that we do not treat the critical case γ = 2 in this paper: the bounds shown in the table for
critical LQG are bounds for limγ→2− dγ . The lower bound for the asymptotics as γ → 0+ is the only place
where known bounds are inconsistent with the Watabiki prediction
The bounds (1.3) are the best currently known for dγ except in the case of the
lower bound when γ is very small (see also Sect. 1.5).3 In this latter regime, one gets
from [DG16, Theorem 1.2] that there is a universal constant c > 0 such that for small
enough γ > 0,




This is not implied by (1.3) since dγ behaves like 2 + Oγ (γ
2) as γ → 0+. We will
discuss the source of our bounds for dγ and their implications further in Sect. 1.3.
We now express several other quantities in terms of dγ . We start with a result to the
effect that the exponent dγ describes not only point-to-point distances but also diameters
and distances between sets. We can also require that the paths used in the definition of
Liouville graph distance stay in a fixed open set.
3 Since this paper was posted to the arXiv, new bounds for dγ have been obtained in [GP19a] which
improve on our bounds in some regimes. As in the case of our bounds, the new bounds in [GP19a] are based
on Theorem 1.5, the fact that d√8/3 = 4, and a certain monotonicity statement for LFPP.
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Definition 1.3 (Restricted Liouville graph distance and LFPP). For a GFF-type distri-
bution h on D ⊂ C, a domain U ⊂ D, z, w ∈ U , and ε > 0, we define the restricted
Liouville graph distance Dεh(z, w;U ) to be the smallest N ∈ N for which there is a
collection of N Euclidean balls contained in U which have γ -LQG mass at most ε
with respect to h and whose union contains a continuous path from z to w. We simi-
larly define the restricted LFPP distance Dδh,LFPP(z, w;U ) for δ > 0 to be the infimum
over all piecewise continuously differentiable paths P : [0, T ] → U of the quantity∫ T
0 e
ξhδ(P(t))|P ′(t)| dt . For A, B ⊂ U , we also define
Dεh(A, B;U ) := minz∈A,w∈B D
ε
h(z, w;U ) and
Dδh,LFPP(A, B;U ) := minz∈A,w∈B Dh,LFPP(z, w;U ). (1.7)
To avoid unnecessary technicalities related to the boundary, in what follows (and
throughout most of our proofs) we will consider the case when D = C and h is a whole-
plane GFF onC normalized so that its circle average over ∂D is 0 (here and throughout
the paper D denotes the open Euclidean unit disk). It is easy to compare other variants
of the GFF to h away from the boundary of their respective domains using local absolute
continuity; see Lemma 2.1.
Theorem 1.4. (Bounds for Liouville graph distance). Let h be a whole-plane GFF nor-





















The main difficulty in the proof of Theorem 1.4 is relating diameters and point-to-
point distances. This is carried out in Sect. 3.2. The convergence (1.8) follows easily from
the definition of dγ in Theorem 1.1 and the relationship between the whole-plane and
zero-boundaryGFFs. The second convergence in (1.9) is also a relatively straightforward
consequence of results from [DZZ18a].
Our next result says that distances with respect to the Liouville first passage perco-
lation metric Dδh,LFPP for δ > 0 can also be described in terms of γ and dγ .
Theorem 1.5. (Bounds for Liouville first passage percolation). Let γ ∈ (0, 2) and let
Dδh,LFPP for δ > 0 denote the LFPP distance with parameter ξ = γ /dγ , for h a whole-
plane GFF normalized as above. For each pair of distinct points z, w ∈ C, it holds with
probability tending to 1 as δ → 0 that
Dδh,LFPP(z, w) = δ1−
2
dγ
− γ 22dγ +oδ(1). (1.10)
Furthermore, for each open set U ⊂ C and each compact set K ⊂ U, it holds with




h,LFPP (z, w;U ) = δ1−
2
dγ
− γ 22dγ +oδ(1) and
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Dδh,LFPP (K , ∂U ) = δ1−
2
dγ
− γ 22dγ +oδ(1). (1.11)
See Sect. 2.3 a one-page heuristic explanation (using scaling properties of γ -LQG)
of the choice ξ = γ /dγ and the exponent appearing in (1.10). It was pointed out to us
by Rémi Rhodes and Vincent Vargas that the relation ξ = γ /dγ is consistent with the
physics literature, see, e.g. [Wat93].
We will prove slightly more quantitative variants of Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 below,
which give polynomial bounds on the rate of convergence of probabilities.
We also show that dγ describes distances in certain random planar maps. Consider
the following infinite-volume random rooted planar maps (M,v), each equipped with
its standard root vertex. In each case, the corresponding γ -LQG universality class is
indicated in parentheses.
1. The uniform infinite planar triangulation (UIPT) of type II, which is the local limit
of uniform triangulations with no self-loops, but multiple edges allowed [AS03]
(γ = √8/3).
2. The uniform infinite spanning-tree decorated planar map, which is the local limit of
random spanning-tree weighted planar maps [She16b,Che17] (γ = √2).
3. The uniform infinite bipolar oriented planar map, as constructed in [KMSW15]4
(γ = √4/3).
4. More generally, one of the other distributions on infinite bipolar-oriented maps con-
sidered in [KMSW15, Section 2.3] for which the face degree distribution has an
exponential tail and the correlation between the coordinates of the encoding walk is
− cos(πγ 2/4) (e.g., an infinite bipolar-oriented k-angulation for k ≥ 3 — in which
case γ = √4/3 — or one of the bipolar-oriented maps with biased face degree dis-
tributions considered in [KMSW15, Remark 1] (see also [GHS17, Section 3.3.4]),
for which γ ∈ (0,√2)).
5. The uniform infinite Schnyder-wood decorated triangulation, as constructed in
[LSW17] (γ = 1).
6. The γ -mated-CRT map for γ ∈ (0, 2), as defined in Sect. 1.4.
Theorem 1.6 (Ball volume exponent for randomplanarmaps).Let (M,v) be any one of
the above six rooted randomplanarmaps and let γ be the correspondingLQGparameter.
For r ∈ N, letBMr (v) be the graph distance ball of radius r centered at v (i.e., the set of






= dγ . (1.12)
Theorem 1.6 is proven using the SLE/LQG representation of the mated-CRT map
[DMS14] together with the strong coupling between the mated-CRT map and other
random planar maps [GHS17]. See Sect. 1.4 for more details.
Building on Theorem 1.6 and the lower bound for the displacement of the random
walk on M from [GM17], it is shown in [GH18] that the graph distance traveled by a
simple random walk on M run for n steps is typically of order n1/dγ +on(1). Since we
know that dγ > 2, this implies in particular that the simple random walk on each of the
above maps is subdiffusive and that the subdiffusivity exponent is the reciprocal of the
ball volume exponent.
4 See [GHS17, Section 3.3] for a careful proof that the infinite-volume bipolar-oriented planar maps con-
sidered in this paper exist as Benjamini-Schramm [BS01] limits of finite bipolar-oriented maps.
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We note that subdiffusivity in the case of the UIPT/UIPQ, with a non-optimal expo-
nent, was previously established by Benjamini and Curien [BC13]. Also, Theorem 1.6
combined with a recent result of Lee [Lee17, Theorem 1.9] implies subdiffusivity with
the non-optimal exponent 1/(dγ − 1) in the case when dγ > 3 (by Theorem 1.2 this is
the case for γ >
√
3/2).
1.3. Discussion of bounds for dγ . Aswewill see in Sect. 2.4, our bounds (1.3) for dγ turn
out to be almost immediate consequences of the relationships between exponents from
our other results. Indeed, our result for Liouville first passage percolation (Theorem 1.5)
allows us to deduce that certain functions of γ and dγ are increasing in γ . In particular,
we have the following, which will be proven (via a two-page argument) in Sect. 2.4.




is strictly increasing on (0, 2) and the function









is non-decreasing on (0, 2).
Theorem 1.6 together with known results for uniform triangulations [Ang03] shows
that d√8/3 = 4. Combining this with Proposition 1.7 will yield the bounds (1.3) except in
the case of small values of γ , in which case the bounds for the mated-CRTmap obtained
in [GHS19, Theorem 1.10] are sharper than those obtained via monotonicity. This is the
reason for the max and the min in the formulas for dγ and dγ in Theorem 1.2. We note
that the lower bound for dγ in the small-γ regime comes from the KPZ formula [DS11]
and coincides with the lower bound for dγ from [DZZ18a]. The monotonicity of dγ
follows easily from the monotonicity of (1.14) (Proposition 2.6).
We emphasize that the proof of our bounds for dγ relies crucially on the rela-
tionships between exponents. The monotonicity statements of Proposition 1.7 are not
at all clear from the perspective of random planar maps, Liouville graph distance,
and/or the Liouville heat kernel. Likewise, we do not have a direct proof that d√8/3 =
4 without using the theory of uniform random planar maps (the
√
8/3-LQG metric
in [MS15,MS16a,MS16b] is constructed in a rather indirect way which does not use
Liouville graph distance or LFPP).
If one could compute dγ0 for some γ0 ∈ (0, 2) \ {
√
8/3}, e.g., if one could find the
volume growth exponent for metric balls in a spanning-tree weighted map (which we
know is equal to d√2), then one could plug this into Proposition 1.7 to get improved
bounds for dγ in some non-trivial interval of γ -values.
Our results are contrary to certain predictions for the fractal dimension of γ -LQG
from the physics literature. Let us first note that some physics articles have argued that
the fractal dimension of γ -LQG satisfies dγ = 4 for all γ ∈ [
√
2, 2) (which corresponds
to central charge between −2 and 1); see, e.g., [AJW95,Dup11]. This paper is the first
rigorous work to contradict this prediction: the bounds (1.3) show that dγ < 4 for
γ ∈ (0,√8/3) and dγ > 4 for γ ∈ (√8/3, 2).
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Thebest-knownprediction for the fractal dimensionofγ -LQGis due toWatabiki [Wat93],
who predicted that this dimension is given by







(4 + γ 2)2 + 16γ 2. (1.15)
The bounds (1.3) are consistent with (1.15), but the asymptotics (1.6) as γ → 0 obtained
in [DG16] are not. Indeed, (1.15) gives dWatγ = 2 + O(γ 2) as γ → 0+. Theorem 1.6
shows that one has this same contradiction to Watabiki’s prediction for small values of
γ for the ball volume exponent for certain random planar map models, and the results
of [DZZ18a] (Theorem 1.1) shows that one also has the analogous contradiction for
the Liouville heat kernel exponent. Taken together, this appears to be rather conclusive
evidence that the Watabiki prediction is not correct for small values of γ .
However, Watabiki’s prediction appears to match up closely with numerical simula-
tions (see, e.g., [AB14]) and lies between our upper and lower bounds for dγ in (1.3). This
suggests that the true value of dγ should be numerically close to dWatγ . Since the known
contradictions to Watabiki’s prediction only hold for small values of γ , one possibility
is that there is a γ∗ ∈ (0, 2) such that dγ = dWatγ for γ ∈ [γ∗, 2) but not for γ ∈ (0, γ∗).
This would mean that dγ is not an analytic function of γ . Another possibility is that dγ
is given by some other formula which is numerically close to dWatγ . For example, all of
our presently known results are consistent with dγ = dQuadγ for







although we have no theoretical reason to believe that this is actually the case. (The
formula (1.16) was obtained by choosing a quadratic function of γ which satisfies
dQuad0 = 2, dQuad√8/3 = 4, and which has the simplest possible coefficients).
1.4. Discussion of random planar map connection. The connection between Liouville
graph distance and random planar maps (and thereby Theorem 1.6 and the fact that
d√8/3 = 4) comes by way of a one-parameter family of random planar maps called
mated-CRT maps. To define these maps, let γ ∈ (0, 2) and let (L , R) be a pair of
correlated, two-sided Brownian motions with correlation − cos(πγ 2/4) (the reason for
the strange correlation parameter is that this makes it so that γ is the LQG parameter).
For ε > 0, the γ -mated CRT map associated with (L , R) with increment size ε is the
planar map whose vertex set is εZ, with two such vertices x1, x2 ∈ εZ with x1 < x2















or the same is true with R in place of L . The vertices are connected by two edges
if (1.17) holds for both L and R but |x2− x1| > ε. See Fig. 2, left, for a more geometric
definition of the mated-CRT map and an explanation of its planar map structure. We
note that Brownian scaling shows that the law of Gε as a planar map does not depend on
ε, but it will be convenient for our purposes to consider different values of ε for reasons
which will become apparent just below.






Fig. 2. Top Left. To construct the mated-CRT map Gε geometrically, draw the graph of L (red) and the
graph of C − R (blue) for some large constant C > 0 chosen so that the parts of the graphs over some time
interval of interest do not intersect. Then divide the region between the graphs into vertical strips (boundaries
shown in orange) and identify each strip with the horizontal coordinate x ∈ εZ of its rightmost point. Vertices
x1, x2 ∈ εZ are connected by an edge if and only if the corresponding strips are connected by a horizontal
line segment which lies under the graph of L or above the graph of C − R. One such segment is shown in
green in the figure for each pair of adjacent vertices. Bottom Left. One can draw the graph Gε in the plane
by connecting two vertices x1, x2 ∈ εZ by an arc above (resp. below) the real line if the corresponding strips
are connected by a horizontal segment above (resp. below) the graph of L (resp. C − R), and connecting
each pair of consecutive vertices of εZ by an edge. This gives Gε a planar map structure under which it is
a triangulation. Right. The mated-CRT map can be realized as the adjacency graph of cells η([x − ε, x])
for x ∈ εZ, where η is a space-filling SLEκ for κ = 16/γ 2 parametrized by γ -LQG mass with respect to
an independent γ -quantum cone. Here, the cells are outlined in black and the order in which they are hit by
the curve is shown in orange. The three pictures do not correspond to the same mated-CRT map realization.
Similar figures have appeared in [GHS17,GM17,GH18]
There is a deep connection between mated-CRTmaps and Liouville quantum gravity
decorated by Schramm–Loewner evolution [Sch00] curves due to Duplantier, Miller,
and Sheffield [DMS14], which is illustrated in Fig. 2, right. We briefly review this
connection here and refer to Sect. 4.1 for a more detailed overview and a review of the
definitions of the objects involved. Let h be the variant of the whole-plane Gaussian free
field corresponding to a so-called γ -quantum cone, which can (roughly speaking) be
thought of as describing the local behavior of a GFF-type distribution near a typical point
sampled from its γ -LQG measure. Independently from h, sample a whole-plane space-
filling SLEκ curve η from∞ to∞with parameter κ = 16/γ 2 > 4— this is just ordinary
SLEκ for κ ≥ 8 and for κ ∈ (4, 8) is obtained from ordinary SLEκ by iteratively filling
in the “bubbles” formed by the curve to get a space-filling curve. We then parametrize
η by γ -LQG mass with respect to h, so that η(0) = 0 and μh(η([t1, t2])) = t2 − t1 for
each t1 < t2.
It follows from [DMS14, Theorem 1.9] that for ε > 0, the adjacency graph of μh-
mass ε cells η([x − ε, x]) for x ∈ εZ, with two cells considered to be adjacent if they
share a non-trivial connected boundary arc, has exactly the same law as the γ -mated
CRT map Gε . In other words, the distance from x to y in Gε differs from the smallest
N ∈ N for which there exists a Euclidean path from η(x) to η(y) which can be covered
by N of the cells η([x − ε, x]) by at most a deterministic constant factor (depending on
the maximal number of cells which can intersect at a single point).
This gives us a representation of distances in the mated-CRT map which looks quite
similar to the definition of Liouville graph distance. Using basic estimates for space-
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filling SLE [GHM15], one can show that with very high probability each of the above
space-filling SLE cells which intersectsD is “roughly spherical” in the sense that the ra-
tio of its diameter to the largest Euclidean ball it contains is bounded above by εoε (1). This
allows us to compare Liouville graph distances to mated-CRT map distances (Proposi-
tion 4.4) and thereby prove Theorem 1.6 in the case of the mated-CRT map.
The mated-CRT map is also related to various combinatorial random planar maps,
including the other planar maps listed just above Theorem 1.6. The reason for this is that
each of these other planar maps can be bijectively encoded by a randomwalk onZ2 with
a certain step size distribution depending on the model via an exact discrete analogue
of the construction of the mated-CRT map from Brownian motion. For example, the
infinite spanning-tree weighted map corresponds to a standard nearest-neighbor random
walk [Mul67,Ber07b,She16b] and the UIPT corresponds to a walk whose increments
are i.i.d. uniform samples from {(0, 1), (1, 0), (−1,−1)} [Ber07a,BHS18].
Using these bijections and a strong coupling result for random walk and Brownian
motion [KMT76,Zai98], it was shown in [GHS17] that one can couple each of the above
random planar maps with the γ -mated-CRT map (where γ is determined by the corre-
lation of the coordinates of the encoding walk) in such a way that with high probability,
certain large subgraphs are roughly isometric, with a polylogarithmic distortion factor
for distances. This allows us to transfer Theorem 1.6 from the case of the mated-CRT
map to the case of these other maps. We do not need to use the bijections mentioned
above directly: rather, we will just cite results from [GHS17].
1.5. Related works. Several other works have proven bounds for the exponents which
we now know can be described in terms of dγ . Indeed, estimates for the Liouville
heat kernel are proven in [AK16,MRVZ16,DZZ18a], estimates for the volume of graph
distance balls in random planar maps are procen in [GHS19,GHS17], and estimates for
the Liouville graph distance are proven in [DG16,DZZ18a]. The estimates which come
from Theorem 1.2 are at least as sharp as all of these estimates except in the case of the
lower bound as γ → 0, in which case [DG16] gives a stronger bound; see also (1.6).
For γ > 0.909576 . . . (resp. γ > 0.460149 . . . ), our lower (resp. upper) bound for dγ
is strictly sharper than any previously known bounds.
Although this paper proves universality across different approximations of Liouville
quantum gravity, it is known that the exponents associated with Liouville graph distance
and the Liouville heat kernel are not universal among all log-correlated Gaussian free
fields: see [DZ15,DZZ18b].
There is a different notion of the dimension of γ -LQG, besides the fractal (Hausdorff)
dimension, called the spectral dimension, which is expected to be equal to 2 for all values
of γ . The spectral dimension can be defined in terms of the Liouville heat kernel, in
which case it was proven to be equal to 2 in [RV14b,AK16]. Alternatively, it can be
defined in terms of the return probability for random walk on random planar maps, in
which case it was proven to be equal to 2 for all of the planar maps considered in the
present paper in [GM17].
Another interesting dimension associated with Liouville quantum gravity is the Eu-
clidean Hausdorff dimension of the geodesics. It was shown in [DZ16] that the geodesic
length exponent associated with discrete LFPP (which should coincide with the Eu-
clidean dimension of continuum LQG geodesics) is strictly larger than 1 when γ is
small. We expect this should be the case for all γ ∈ (0, 2), but we have no predictions
for what the precise dimension should be, even for γ = √8/3 (see [MS16a, Problem
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9.2] for some discussion in this case). The recent paper [GP19a] proves a non-trivial
upper bound for the LFPP geodesic length exponent for all γ ∈ (0, 2).
In addition to the quantities considered in the present paper, there are several other
quantities which we expect can be described in terms of our exponent dγ , for example
the following.
• DiscreteLiouvillefirst passagepercolation.Following, e.g., [DD19,DG16,DZ16],
let h be a discrete GFF on Z2 and for ξ > 0 and x, y ∈ Z2 define Dh,LFPP(x, y) to be
the minimum of
∑m
j=0 eξh(x j ) over all paths x = x0, . . . , xm = y in Z2 from x to y.
We expect that if ξ = γ /dγ and |x − y| = n, then with high probability5








• Dimension of subsequential limiting metrics. It is shown in [DD19] that for small
enough values of ξ > 0, discrete LFPP admits non-trivial subsequential limiting
metrics. We expect that for ξ = γ /dγ , the Hausdorff dimension of each such subse-
quential limiting metric is a.s. equal to dγ .
• Finite random planar maps. Let Mn be a finite-volume analogue of one of the
planar maps considered in Theorem 1.6 with n total edges. Then we expect that the
graph-distance diameter of Mn is typically of order n1/dγ +on(1). We also expect that
the same is true if Mn is allowed to have a boundary of length at most n1/2.
• Mated-CRT map distance exponent. It is shown in [GHS19, Theorem 1.12] that
if Gε |(0,1] denotes the sub-graph of the mated-CRT map induced by (0, 1] ∩ (εZ),
then the limit χ := limε→0 logE[diam(Gε |(0,1])]/ log ε−1 exists. As in [GHS19,




8/3] for which χ = 1/dγ
for γ ∈ (0, γ∗].
It is likely possible to prove each of the above statements by building on the techniques
of the present paper, but we do not carry this out here. In the special case when γ = √2,
the last two statements discussed above are resolved in [GP19b].
1.6. Outline. See Fig. 3 for a schematic diagram of how the results involved in this
paper fit together. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
In Sect. 2, we first introduce some standard notation (Sect. 2.1) and record some basic
facts about the Gaussian free field which allow us to compare Liouville graph distances
andLFPPdefinedwith respect toGFF’s on different domains (Sect. 2.2).We then provide
a short heuristic argument for why one should expect the relationship between Liouville
graph distance and Liouville first passage percolation exponents asserted in Theorem 1.5
(Sect. 2.3). Finally, in Sect. 2.4 we explain why the relationships between exponents
given in Theorems 1.5 and 1.6 imply the properties of dγ asserted in Theorem 1.2, using
the ideas discussed at the beginning of Sect. 1.3.
In Sect. 3 we prove our theorems concerning relationships between Liouville graph
distance and LFPP exponents, Theorems 1.4 and 1.5. We first introduce in Sect. 3.1
5 To see why this should be the case, one can take as an ansatz that discrete LFPP distances are well-
approximated by continuum LFPP distances with ε = 1. One can then re-scale by 1/n, so that |x − y|/n is
of constant order, which shows that the discrete LFPP distance from x to y should be similar to n times the
continuum LFPP distance with δ = 1/n between points at constant-order Euclidean distance, as described in
Theorem 1.5.
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the logical relations between the results involved in this paper. Results proven
in the present paper are in blue
various approximations to the GFF defined in terms of the white noise decomposition
which are in some ways easier to work with than the GFF itself. We then prove several
lemmas which allow us to estimate these approximations and to compare Liouville
graph distance and LFPP distances defined in terms of these approximations to distances
defined in terms of the GFF. In Sect. 3.2, we prove that the Liouville graph distance
diameter of a fixed compact subsets of C is with high probability at most ε−1/dγ +oε (1),
which together with results from [DZZ18a] allows us to prove Theorem 1.4. In Sects. 3.3
and 3.4, respectively, we prove the lower and upper bounds for LFPP distances asserted
in Theorem 1.5 by comparing LFPP and Liouville graph distance. See the beginnings
of these subsections for outlines of the arguments involved.
In Sect. 4, we relate Liouville graph distance to distances in random planar maps and
thereby prove Theorem 1.6, using the ideas discussed in Sect. 1.4. We first provide
some relevant background on SLE, LQG, and their connection to the mated-CRT map
(Sect. 4.1). We then prove a result relating several variants of Liouville graph distance,
including one defined in terms of LQG-mass ε SLE cells, which we know is equivalent
to the mated-CRT map (Sect. 4.2). In Sect. 4.3, we use this to prove Theorem 1.6. We
first show that the diameter (in the adjacency graph) of the set of ε-mass cells in the
SLE/LQG representation of the mated-CRT map which intersect the Euclidean unit ball
is of order ε−1/dγ +oε (1) with high probability (Proposition 4.7), using the comparison
results of the preceding subsection and the bounds for Liouville graph distance from
Theorem 1.4. We then use this to show that the volume of the graph distance ball of
radius r in the mated-CRT map is of order rdγ +or (1) (essentially by taking ε = 1/rdγ ),
and finally transfer to other planar maps using the coupling results of [GHS17].
We emphasize that Sect. 4 is the only section of the paper which uses SLE theory.
The reader does not need any knowledge of this theory to understand Sect. 4 beyond the
background we provide, so long as he or she is willing to take certain results as black
boxes.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Basic notation. We writeN = {1, 2, 3, . . . } and N0 = N ∪ {0}.
For a < b, we define the discrete interval [a, b]Z := [a, b] ∩ Z.
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If f : (0,∞) → R and g : (0,∞) → (0,∞), we say that f (ε) = Oε(g(ε)) (resp.
f (ε) = oε(g(ε))) as ε → 0 if f (ε)/g(ε) remains bounded (resp. tends to zero) as
ε → 0. We similarly define O(·) and o(·) errors as a parameter goes to infinity.
If f, g : (0,∞) → [0,∞), we say that f (ε)  g(ε) if there is a constant C > 0
(independent from ε and possibly from other parameters of interest) such that f (ε) ≤
Cg(ε). We write f (ε)  g(ε) if f (ε)  g(ε) and g(ε)  f (ε).
Let {Eε}ε>0 be a one-parameter family of events. We say that Eε occurs with
• polynomially high probability as ε → 0 if there is a p > 0 (independent from ε and
possibly from other parameters of interest) such that P[Eε] ≥ 1− Oε(ε p).
• superpolynomially high probability as ε → 0 if P[Eε] ≥ 1 − Oε(ε p) for every
p > 0.
• exponentially high probability as ε → 0 if there exists λ > 0 (independent from ε
and possibly from other parameters of interest) P[Eε] ≥ 1− Oε(e−λ/ε).
We similarly define events which occur with polynomially, superpolynomially, and ex-
ponentially high probability as a parameter tends to∞.
We will often specify any requirements on the dependencies on rates of conver-
gence in O(·) and o(·) errors, implicit constants in , etc., in the statements of lem-
mas/propositions
/theorems, in which case we implicitly require that errors, implicit constants, etc., ap-
pearing in the proof satisfy the same dependencies.
2.2. Gaussian free field. Here we give a brief review of the definition of the zero-
boundary and whole-plane Gaussian free fields. We refer the reader to [She07] and the
introductory sections of [MS16c,MS17] for more detailed expositions.
For a proper open domain U ⊂ C, let H(U ) be the Hilbert space completion of the






∇φ(z) · ∇ψ(z) dz. (2.1)
In the case when U = C, constant functions c satisfy (c, c)∇ = 0, so to get a positive
definite norm in this case we instead take H(C) to be the Hilbert space completion of
the set of smooth, compactly supported functions φ on C with
∫
C φ(z) dz = 0, with
respect to the same inner product (2.1).




X jφ j (2.2)
where the X j ’s are i.i.d. standardGaussian randomvariables and theφ j ’s are an orthonor-
mal basis forH(U ). The sum (2.2) does not converge pointwise, but it is easy to see that
for each fixed φ ∈ H(U ), the formal inner product (hU , φ)∇ is a Gaussian random vari-
able and these random variables have covariances E[(hU , φ)∇(hU , ψ)∇] = (φ,ψ)∇ .
In the case whenU = C andU has harmonically non-trivial boundary (i.e., a Brownian
motion started from a point ofU a.s. hits ∂U ), one can use integration by parts (Green’s
identities) to define the ordinary L2 inner products (hU , φ) := −2π(hU ,−1φ)∇ , where
−1 is the inverse Laplacian with zero boundary conditions, whenever −1φ ∈ H(U ).
In the case U = C we typically write h = hC. In this case one can similarly
define (h, φ) := −2π(h,−1φ)∇ where φ is the inverse Laplacian normalized so that
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∫
C 
−1φ(z) dz = 0 (in the case U = C). With this definition, one has (h + c, φ) =
(h, φ) + (c, φ) = (h, φ) for each φ ∈ H(C), so the whole-plane GFF is only defined
modulo a global additive constant.Wewill typically fix this additive constant by requiring
that the circle average h1(0) over ∂D is zero. We refer to [DS11, Section 3.1] for more
on the circle average.
An important property of the GFF is the Markov property, which we state in the
whole-plane case. If U ⊂ C, then we can write h|U = hU + h where hU is a zero-
boundary GFF on U and h is an independent random harmonic function on U . We call
hU and h the zero-boundary part and harmonic part of h|U , respectively.
The following lemma allows us to compare the approximate LQG distances associ-
ated with whole-plane GFF and the zero-boundary GFF. For the statement, we recall
from Definition 1.3 that Dεh(z, w; V ) denotes the Liouville graph distance defined with
respect to paths which stay in V , and similarly for LFPP.
Lemma 2.1. Let U ⊂ C be a proper simply connected domain and let V be a bounded
connected domain with V ⊂ U. Let h be a whole-plane GFF normalized so that its
circle average over ∂D is zero. Write h = hU + h where hU is a zero-boundary GFF
on U and h is an independent random harmonic function on U. There are constants







≥ 1− a0e−a1A2 . (2.3)
In particular, for each γ ∈ (0, 2), each ε ∈ (0, 1), and each C > 3 it holds with
probability at least 1 − a0e−a1(logC)2/γ 2 that the γ -Liouville graph distance metrics
satisfy
Dε/Ch (z, w; V ) ≤ DεhU (z, w; V ) ≤ DCεh (z, w; V ) , ∀z, w ∈ V (2.4)
and for each ξ > 0 and δ ∈ (0, 1), it holds with probability at least 1−a0e−a1(logC)2/ξ2
that the ξ -LFPP metrics satisfy
C−1Dδh,LFPP (z, w; V ) ≤ DδhU ,LFPP (z, w; V ) ≤ CDδh,LFPP (z, w; V ) , ∀z, w ∈ V . (2.5)
Proof. By, e.g., [MS16c, Lemma 6.4], the harmonic function h is a centered Gaussian
random function with Var(h(z)) ≤ logCR(z;U )−1 + O(1) for each z ∈ V , where
CR(z;U ) denotes the conformal radius and the O(1) depends only on U . In particular,
maxz∈V |h(z)| is a.s. finite (sinceh is harmonic, hence continuous) andmaxz∈V Var(h(z))
is bounded above by a constant depending only on U and V . By the Borell-TIS in-
equality [Bor75,SCs74] (see, e.g., [AT07, Theorem 2.1.1]), we obtain (2.3) for ap-
propriate constants a0, a1 > 0 as in the statement of the lemma (note that we absorbed
E[maxz∈V |h(z)|], which is finite by the Borell-TIS inequality, into the constants a0, a1).
Since dμh = eγh dμhU , we obtain (2.4) by applying (2.3) with A = 1γ logC . We simi-
larly obtain (2.5) by applying (2.3) with A = 1
ξ
logC . 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1, we get that the exponent dγ from
Theorem 1.1 can equivalently be defined in the whole-plane case.
Lemma 2.2. Let dγ be as in Theorem 1.1. For each connected open set U ⊂ C, each
distinct z, w ∈ U, and each ζ ∈ (0, 1), it holds with polynomially high probability as
ε → 0 (at a rate which is allowed to depend on U, z, w, ζ , and γ ) that
ε
− 1dγ +ζ ≤ Dεh (z, w;U ) ≤ ε−
1
dγ −ζ . (2.6)
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Proof. Let S = Sz,w be the square centered at (z +w)/2, with side length 2|z −w| and
sides parallel to the segment from z tow. Also let S(1) be the square with the same center
as S and three times the side length and let hS(1) be a zero-boundary GFF on S(1). If we
re-scale and rotate space so that S(1) is mapped to the unit square and apply [DZZ18a,
Propositions 3.17 and Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4] (see also [DZZ18a, Remark 5.2]), we obtain
that with polynomially high probability as ε → 0,
ε
− 1dγ +ζ ≤ DεhS(1) (z, w; S) ≤ ε
− 1dγ −ζ and DεhS(1) ({z, w}, ∂S) ≥ ε
− 1dγ +ζ . (2.7)
Combining (2.7) with Lemma 2.1 gives the lower bound in (2.6) for any choice of U
and the upper bound in (2.6) in the case when S ⊂ U . To get the upper bound for a
general choice ofU and z, w ∈ U , we can choose points z = z0, . . . , zk = w inU such
that the square Sz j−1,z j is contained in U for each j = 1, . . . , k, then apply the triangle
inequality. 
2.3. Heuristic derivation of the LFPP exponent. In this subsection we provide a short
heuristic explanation ofwhy one should expect the relationship betweenLFPP exponents
and dγ described in Theorem 1.5, using scaling properties which we expect to be true
for the γ -LQG metric. The argument here is very different from the rigorous proof
of Theorem 1.5, but the main source of the relation (the behavior of LQG distances
and measures under scaling) is the same. Our explanation is based on the following
elementary observation about possible scaling limits of LFPP distances (which we do
not yet know exist).
Proposition 2.3. Assume that for some ξ > 0, LFPP with exponent ξ converges point-
wise to a metric in the scaling limit, i.e., there exists λ = λ(ξ) ∈ R such that for each
random distribution h on C whose law is locally absolutely continuous with respect to
the GFF, the limit
dh(z, w) = lim
δ→0 δ







eξhδ(P(t))|P ′(t)| dt, ∀z, w ∈ C (2.8)
exists and defines a metric on C, where Pz,w is the set of all piecewise continuously
differentiable paths P from z to w. Then for C > 0, the limiting metric satisfies the
following scaling relations:
dh+logC (z, w) = Cξdh(z, w), ∀z, w ∈ C (2.9)
and
dh(·/C)+Q log(1/C)(Cz,Cw) = dh(z, w), ∀z, w ∈ C for Q = Q(ξ) = (1− λ)/ξ.
(2.10)
We emphasize that we are very far from actually proving that (2.8) holds (although
subsequential limits for a closely related metric are shown to exist when ξ is small
in [DD19]).
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Proof of Proposition 2.3. The relation (2.9) is immediate from (2.8). To derive (2.10),
fix C > 0 and write hC := h(C−1·). Then
hδ/C (P(t)) = hCδ (CP(t)). (2.11)
Moreover, PCz,Cw = CPz,w. Therefore, applying (2.8) to hC gives























eξhδ′ (P(t))|P ′(t)| dt (by setting δ′ = δ/C)
=C1−λdh(z, w).
Re-arranging this gives (2.10). 
We now explain why Proposition 2.3 suggests the relations between exponents given
in Theorem 1.5. Indeed, suppose that for some ξ = ξ(γ ) > 0, the metric (2.8) is the
“correct” metric on γ -LQG (which can be described, e.g., as the one which is the scaling
limit of graph distances on random planar maps). We will argue that
ξ = γ
dγ






Indeed, if (as expected) dγ is the Hausdorff dimension of γ -LQG, then scaling LQG
areas by A > 0 should correspond to scaling LQG distances by A1/dγ . The former is
the same as adding 1
γ
log A to h, so by (2.9) we get dh+γ−1 log A(z, w) = Aξ/γ dh(z, w).
Hence we should have ξ = γ /dγ .
To see why the formula for λ in (2.12) should hold, we recall the scaling relation for
the γ -LQG measure μh [DS11, Proposition 2.1], which says that






We expect that the γ -LQG metric satisfies an analogous scaling relation, with the same
value of Q. From (2.10), we therefore have 2/γ + γ /2 = (1− λ)/ξ . Setting ξ = γ /dγ
and re-arranging gives the formula for λ in (2.12).
Remark 2.4 (ξ > 2/d2 and c > 1). Proposition 2.3 is true for any ξ > 0, not just
for the values ξ ∈ (0, 2/d2) which are related to γ -LQG for γ ∈ (0, 2). It is proven
in [GP19a, Lemma 4.1] that in the notation of (2.10) one has Q(ξ) = (1 − λ)/ξ ∈
[0, 2) whenever ξ > 2/d2 (we know Q(γ /dγ ) = 2/γ + γ /2 > 2 for γ ∈ (0, 2) by
Theorem 1.5). The parameter Q is expected to be related to the so-called central charge
c by c = 25 − 6Q2 [Pol87,KPZ88,Dav88,DK89,DS11]. Therefore, Proposition 2.3
suggests that LFPP for ξ > 2/d2 might provide an approximation to a metric on LQG
with central charge c ∈ (1, 25). LQG with c ∈ (1, 25) is much less well-understood
than the case when c ≤ 1 (which corresponds to γ ∈ (0, 2]). See [GHPR19] for more on
LQGwith c ∈ (1, 25). We believe that the case when ξ > 2/d2 is of substantial interest,
but it is outside the scope of the current paper. Some results for LFPP with ξ > 2/d2
are proven in [GP19a].
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2.4. Proof of monotonicity, continuity, and bounds, assuming universality. In this sub-
section we will explain why the monotonicity and continuity of of γ 	→ dγ and the
bounds (1.3) follow from our universality results, in particular Theorems 1.5 and 1.6.
Throughout, we let h be a whole-plane GFF normalized so that h1(0) = 0 and we
assume that the limit (1.8) exists and that the conclusions of Theorems 1.5 and 1.6 are
satisfied. Aside from these results, the key input in our proofs is the following elemen-
tary monotonicity observation for LFPP distances re-scaled by a quantity proportional
to 1/E[eξhδ(z)].
Lemma 2.5 (Monotonicity of re-scaled LFPP distances). For 0 < ξ < ξ̃ , there is a
coupling of two whole-plane GFFs h
d= h̃ such that for each bounded connected open





2/2Dξ̃ ,δh,LFPP(z, w;U ) ≤ Cδξ
2/2Dξ,δh,LFPP(z, w;U )
]
≥ 1− OC (1/C) (2.13)
as C →∞, at a rate which is uniform in δ.







has the same lawas h, as can be seen by computingE[(̃h, f )(̃h, g)] for smooth compactly
supported functions f, g. We now need to compare LFPP distances with respect to h
and h̃.
By the definition of LFPP, for δ > 0 and z, w ∈ U , we can find a piecewise contin-
uously differentiable path P : [0, T ] → U from z to w which is a measurable function

































By the calculations in [DS11, Section 3.1], the circle average h′δ(u) is independent from
h and is centeredGaussianwith variance atmost log δ−1+Oδ(1) (with the Oδ(1) uniform








above is bounded above by a deterministic












eξhδ(P(t))|P ′(t)| dt  δξ2/2Dξ,δh,LFPP(z, w;U ),
with a deterministic implicit constant. We now conclude by means of Markov’s inequal-
ity. 
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We will now use the relation (2.15) to prove the properties of dγ stated in Theorem 1.2.
Proposition 2.6. The function γ 	→ dγ is strictly increasing on (0, 2).
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that there exists 0 < γ1 < γ2 < 2 such that




















which will contradict (2.15). To this end, choose a non-increasing continuously differ-
entiable function f : [γ1, γ2] → [dγ2 , dγ1 ] with f (γ1) = dγ1 and f (γ2) = dγ2 and
set
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Since f ′(γ ) ≤ 0, it follows that g′(γ ) < 0, and in particular g(γ1) > g(γ2), which is
the desired contradiction. 
Proof of Proposition 1.7. Since γ 	→ dγ is increasing (Proposition 2.6), the function
γ 	→ γ /dγ is continuous except possibly for countably many downward jumps. (It is
also not hard to check directly that dγ , and hence also γ /dγ , is continuous, but this is
not necessary for our argument here. We will check that dγ is continuous in the proof of
Theorem 1.2 below.) Clearly, γ /dγ → 0 as γ → 0. By Lemma 2.7 just below, to show
that γ 	→ γ /dγ is strictly increasing it therefore suffices to show that this function is
injective. To this end, suppose 0 < γ1 ≤ γ2 < 2 such that γ1/dγ1 = γ2/dγ2 . We will


























Since 0 < γ1 ≤ γ2 < 2, this implies that γ1 = γ2. Hence γ 	→ γ /dγ is strictly
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We now prove the following elementary lemma which was used in the proof of
Proposition 1.7.
Lemma 2.7. Let f : [0, 1] → [0,∞) be an injective function such that f (0) = 0 and
f has no upward jumps, i.e., lim inf y→x− f (y) ≥ f (x) and lim supy→x+ f (y) ≤ f (x)
for each x ∈ [0, 1]. Then f is continuous and strictly increasing.
Proof. We claim that the range of f is an interval. Indeed, suppose b ∈ (0,maxx∈[0,1]
f (x)) and let x∗ := sup{x ∈ [0, 1] : f (x) ≤ b}. By left upper semicontinuity, b ≥
lim inf y→x−∗ f (y) ≥ f (x∗) and by right lower semicontinuity, b ≤ lim supy→x+∗ f (y) ≤
f (x∗), so f (x∗) = b. The same applies to the restriction of f to [0, x] for any x ∈ [0, 1].
Consequently, if 0 ≤ x < y ≤ 1, then f (x) < f (y) since otherwise we would have
f (y) ∈ [0, f (x)] ⊂ f ([0, x]) which would contradict the injectivity of f . This shows
that f is strictly increasing, so since f has no upward jumps f must be continuous. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Themonotonicity of dγ was proven in Proposition 2.6. The lower
bound (1.6) for the asymptotics as γ → 0+ follows from [DG16, Theorem 1.1]. Since
γ 	→ dγ and γ 	→ γ /dγ are increasing, for 0 < γ1 < γ2 < 2 we have




which gives the desired local Lipschitz continuity of dγ .
To prove the bounds (1.3), we argue as follows. By Theorem 1.6 (applied in the case
of the UIPT) and [Ang03, Theorem 1.2], we get d√8/3 = 4. Hence the monotonicity









, ∀γ ∈ (0,√8/3). (2.17)






















, ∀γ ∈ (0,√8/3). (2.18)
Finally, from thebounds for the volumeof ametric ball in themated-CRTmap from[GHS19,
Theorem 1.10], we get
2γ 2





2γ, ∀γ ∈ (0, 2). (2.19)
Combining (2.17), (2.18), and (2.19) gives (1.3). 
3. Estimates for Liouville Graph Distance and LFPP
The goal of this section is to prove Theorems 1.4 and 1.5. For most of our arguments,
instead of working with the GFF we will work with two approximations of the GFF
defined by integrating the transition density of Brownian motion against a white noise
which we introduce in Sect. 3.1. The process ĥ, defined in (3.1), possesses several exact
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scale and translation invariance properties which make it especially suitable for multi-
scale analysis. The process ĥtr , defined in (3.3), is a truncated version of ĥ which is no
longer scale invariant in law but satisfies a local independence property which will be
useful in various “percolation”-style arguments below. We will prove in Lemmas 3.2
and 3.7, respectively, that Liouville graph distance and LFPP with respect to either ĥ or
ĥtr can be compared to the analogous distances with respect to a GFF.
In Sect. 3.2, we prove Theorem 1.4 by first establishing an upper concentration
estimate for the Liouville graph distance between the two sides of a rectangle (using a
percolation argument). We then apply this estimate at several scales and take a union
bound to get an upper bound on the distance between the two sides of many different
rectangles simultaneously. This then leads to an upper bound for the Liouville graph
distance diameter of the unit square by concatenating paths within these rectangles in
an appropriate manner.
In Sects. 3.3 and 3.4, respectively, we prove the upper and lower bounds for LFPP
from Theorem 1.5. The basic idea of the proofs in both cases is to fix a small parameter
β ∈ (0, 1) (it turns out that any 0 < β < 2/(2 + γ )2 will suffice) and compare LFPP
with circle-average radius δ = εβ to Liouville graph distance defined using balls of
LQG mass at most ε. We know the latter distance can be described in terms of dγ by
Theorems 1.1 and 1.4. To carry out the comparison, we will first condition on the field
at scale εβ (in the sense of the white-noise approximation process ĥ). We will then
estimate the Liouville graph distance within each sub-square of the unit square of side
length approximately εβ . This will be done using our known estimates for Liouville
graph distance and the scaling properties of this distance when one re-scales space and
adds a constant to the field (this “constant” will depend on the values of the field at scale
εβ ).
For the proofs in this section, it will often be convenient to consider decompositions
into dyadic squares and rectangles, so here we introduce some notation to describe
rectangles. All of the rectangles we consider will be closed.
• We write S = [0, 1]2 for the unit square.
• For a square S ⊂ C, we write |S| for its side length and vS for its center.
• For a rectangle R ⊂ C and r > 0, we write R(r) for the closed r -neighborhood of
R with respect to the L∞ metric, i.e., the rectangle with the same center as R whose
sides are parallel to R and have length 1 + 2r times the side lengths of R.
3.1. White noise approximation. In this subsection we will introduce various white-
noise approximations of the Gaussian free field which are often more convenient to work
with than the GFF itself and discuss several properties of these processes, many of which
were proven in [DG16,DZZ18a]. Let W be a space-time white noise on C × [0,∞),
i.e., {(W, f ) : f ∈ L2(C × [0,∞))} is a centered Gaussian process with covariances
E[(W, f )(W, g)] = ∫C
∫∞
0 f (z, s)g(z, s) ds dz. For f ∈ L2(C × [0,∞)) and Borel





f (z, s)W (dz, ds) := (W, f 1A×I ).
For an open set U ⊂ C, we write pU (s; z, w) for the transition density of Brownian
motion killed upon exiting U , so that for s ≥ 0, z ∈ C, and A ⊂ U , the integral∫
A pU (s; z, w) dw gives the probability that a standard planarBrownianmotionB started
from z satisfies B([0, s]) ⊂ U and Bs ∈ A. We also write
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Following [DG16, Section 3], we define the centered Gaussian process





p(s/2; z, w)W (dw, ds), ∀t ∈ [0, 1], ∀z ∈ C. (3.1)
We write ĥ := ĥ0. Note that ĥt is called η1t in [DG16]. By [DG16, Lemma 3.1] and
Kolmogorov’s criterion, each ĥt for t ∈ (0, 1] admits a continuous modification. Hence-
forth whenever we work with ĥt we will assume that it has been replaced with such a
modification. The process ĥ does not admit a continuous modification, but makes sense
as a distribution: indeed, it is easily checked that its integral against any smooth com-
pactly supported test function is Gaussian with finite variance. This distribution is not
itself a Gaussian free field, but it does approximate a Gaussian free field in several useful
respects (see in particular Lemmas 3.1 and 3.7). We record the formula
Var
(
ĥt̃ (z)− ĥt (z)
) = log(̃t/t), ∀z ∈ C, ∀0 < t < t̃ < 1. (3.2)
The process ĥ is in some ways more convenient to work with than the GFF thanks
to the following symmetries, which are immediate from the definition.
• Rotation/translation/reflection invariance. The law of {̂ht : t ∈ [0, 1]} is invariant
with respect to rotation, translation, and reflection of the plane.
• Scale invariance. For δ ∈ (0, 1], one has {(̂hδt − ĥδ)(δ·) : t ∈ [0, 1]} d= {̂ht : t ∈
[0, 1]}.
• Independent increments. If 0 ≤ t1 ≤ t2 ≤ t3 ≤ t4 ≤ 1, then ĥt2 − ĥt1 and ĥt4 − ĥt3
are independent.
One property which ĥ does not possess is spatial independence. To get around this,
we will sometimes work with a truncated variant of ĥ where we only integrate over a








pB1/10(z)(s/2; z, w)W (dw, dt). (3.3)
We also set ĥtr := ĥtr0 . As in the case of ĥ, it is easily seen from the Kolmogorov
continuity criterion that each ĥtrt for t ∈ (0, 1] a.s. admits a continuous modification (see
[DZZ18a, Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5] for a proof of a very similar statement). The process ĥtr
does not admit a continuous modification and is instead viewed as a random distribution.
Thekeyproperty enjoyedby ĥtr is spatial independence: if A, B ⊂ Cwithdist(A, B) ≥
1/5, then {̂htrt |A : t ∈ [0, 1]} and {̂htrt |B : t ∈ [0, 1]} are independent. Indeed, this is
because {̂htrt |A : t ∈ [0, 1]} and {̂htrt |B : t ∈ [0, 1]} are determined by the restrictions of
the white noise W to the disjoint sets B1/10(A)×R+ and B1/10(B)×R+, respectively.
Unlike ĥ, the distribution ĥtr does not possess any sort of scale invariance but its law is
still invariant with respect to rotations, translations, and reflections of C. We note that
our definition of ĥtr is simpler than the definition of the truncated white-noise decompo-
sition used in [DZZ18a] since we do not need to have the spatial independence property
at all scales.
The following lemma will allow us to use ĥtr or ĥ in place of the GFF in many of our
arguments.
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Lemma 3.1. Suppose U ⊂ C is a bounded Jordan domain and let K be the set of
points in U which lie at Euclidean distance at least 1/10 from ∂U. There is a coupling
(h, hU , ĥ, ĥtr) of a whole-plane GFF normalized so that h1(0) = 0, a zero-boundary
GFF on U, and the fields from (3.1) and (3.3) such that the following is true. For
any h1, h2 ∈ {h, hU , ĥ, ĥtr}, the distribution (h1 − h2)|K a.s. admits a continuous






1 − h2)(z)| ≤ A
]
≥ 1− c0e−c1A2 . (3.4)
In fact, in this coupling one can arrange so that ĥ and ĥtr are defined using the same
white noise and h − hU is harmonic on U.
Lemma 3.1 is proven in Appendix A via elementary calculations for the transition
density pU (t; z, w) which allow us to check the Kolmogorov continuity criterion for
h1 − h2. Once we establish the continuity of h1 − h2, the bound (3.4) comes from the
Borell-TIS inequality.
3.1.1. LQGmeasures and Liouville graph distances for ĥ and ĥtr. Lemma 3.1 allows us
to define for each γ ∈ (0, 2) the γ -LQGmeasures μĥ and μĥtr associated with the fields
ĥ and ĥtr . Indeed, one way to do this is as follows. If h is a GFF and f is a (possibly
random) continuous function, then for any z ∈ C and any ε > 0 we can define the
average (h + f )ε(z) = hε(z)+ fε(z) of h + f over the circle ∂Bε(z). We can then define
μh+ f as the a.s. weak limit limε→0 εγ
2/2eγ (h+ f )ε(z) dz, following [DS11, Proposition
1.1]. With this definition, one has dμh+ f = eγ f dμh a.s. Applying this with f = ĥ − h
or ĥtr− h, when the fields are coupled as in Lemma 3.1, allows us to define μĥ and μĥtr .
The measures μĥ andμĥtr are a.s. non-atomic and assign positive mass to every open
set. Furthermore, for any open set U ⊂ C, we have that μĥ and μĥtr are determined by
the restrictions of ĥ and ĥtr , respectively, to U .
As in the case of a GFF, for z, w ∈ C and ε > 0, we define the Liouville graph
distance Dε
ĥ
(z, w) with respect to ĥ to be the smallest N ∈ N for which there is a
continuous path from z to w which can be covered by at most N Euclidean balls of
μĥ-mass at most ε. We extend the definitions of the localized Liouville graph distance
and the Liouville graph distance between sets from Definition 1.3 to Dε
ĥ
in the obvious
manner. We similarly define Dε
ĥtr
.
As a consequence of Lemma 3.1, we have the following lemma, which will be a key
tool in our proofs.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose U ⊂ C and K ⊂ U are as in Lemma 3.1 and that (h, hU , ĥ, ĥtr)
are coupled as in Lemma 3.1. For each γ ∈ (0, 2), there are constants a0, a1 > 0,
depending only on γ , such that for each ε ∈ (0, 1), each pair of fields h1, h2 ∈
{h, hU , ĥ, ĥtr}, and each C > 1,
P
[
DCεh1 (z, w; K ) ≤ Dεh2 (z, w; K ) ≤ Dε/Ch1 (z, w; K ) , ∀z, w ∈ K
]
≥ 1− a0e−a1(logC)2 . (3.5)
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.1 applied with A = 1
γ
logC and the fact that for
h1, h2 ∈ {h, hU , ĥ, ĥtr}, we have dμh1 = eγ (h1−h2) dμh2 . 
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Due to the scale invariance and independent increments properties of ĥ, it is con-
venient to understand how Liouville graph distances with respect to ĥ transform under
scaling. The basic properties of ĥ listed above show that for γ ∈ (0, 2), δ ∈ (0, 1), and
b ∈ C, the γ -LQG measures and Liouville graph distances associated with the fields ĥ
and ĥ(δ · +b)− ĥδ(δ·) satisfy
μ(̂h−ĥδ)(δ·+b)
d= μĥ and Dε(̂h−ĥδ)(δ·+b)
d= Dε
ĥ
, ∀ε > 0. (3.6)
Furthermore, these measures and distances are related in the following deterministic
manner.





eγ ĥδ(δ·+b) dμ(̂h−ĥδ)(δ·+b)(z), ∀ Borel set X ⊂ C. (3.7)
Furthermore, if U ⊂ C is a bounded, open, connected set and we set6










then a.s. the restricted Liouville graph distances satisfy
Dε
ĥ




δ−1(z − b), δ−1(w − b); δ−1(U − b)
)
, ∀ε > 0, ∀z, w ∈ U, (3.8)
and the reverse inequality holds with T in place of T .
Proof. By the γ -LQG coordinate change formula [DS11, Proposition 2.1], a.s.
μĥ(δ·+b)+Q log δ(δ−1(X − b)) = μĥ(X) for all Borel sets X ⊂ C, where Q = 2/γ + γ /2
(this is also easy to see directly from the circle average or white-noise approximations
of the measures). This together with the relation dμĥ+ f = eγ f dμĥ yields (3.7). The
relation (3.8) follows from (3.7) applied to Euclidean balls contained in U . 
In the remainder of this sectionwe record somebasic estimates for the aboveprocesses
ĥ and ĥtr , building on estimates from [DG16,DZZ18a]. The reader may wish to skip
these estimates on a first read and refer back to them as they are used.
3.1.2. Estimates for ĥδ . We start with estimates for the modulus of continuity and max-
imum value of the process ĥδ from (3.1).
Lemma 3.4. For each ζ ∈ (0, 1) and each bounded domain U ⊂ C, it holds with
superpolynomially high probability as δ → 0 that
max
z,w∈U :|z−w|≤δ |̂hδ(z)− ĥδ(w)| ≤ ζ log δ
−1. (3.9)
6 Note here that T ≤ T , whichmight be slightly unintuitive. The reason for the notation is that T corresponds
to a larger distance function. A similar notational convention is used for variants of Liouville graph distance
in Sect. 4.2.
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Proof. It is easily seen (see [DG16, Lemma 3.1]) that for δ > 0, Var(̂hδ(z)− ĥδ(w)) ≤
|z − w|2/δ2, which is of course smaller than |z − w|/δ whenever |z − w| ≤ δ. By
Fernique’s criterion [Fer75] (see [Adl90, Theorem 4.1] or [DZZ18a, Lemma 2.3] for the







for a universal constant C > 0. Combining this with the Borell-TIS inequality [Bor75,




z,w∈S |̂hδ(z)− ĥδ(w)| ≤ ζ log δ
−1
]




A union bound over Oδ(δ−2) such squares whose union containsU concludes the proof.

Lemma 3.5. For ζ ∈ (0, 1) and each bounded domain U ⊂ C, it holds with polynomi-
ally high probability as δ → 0 that
max
z∈U |̂hδ(z)| ≤ (2 + ζ ) log δ
−1. (3.10)




















⎦ ≥ 1− δ (2+ζ/2)
2
2 −2+oδ(1).
Combining this with Lemma 3.4 and the triangle inequality concludes the proof. 










z,w∈U :|z−w|≤Cδ |̂hδ/A(z)− ĥδ(w)| ≤ ζ log δ
−1
]
≥ 1− Oδ(δ p), ∀p > 0, (3.11)
with the rate of the Oδ(δ p) depending on U, ζ , C, and γ but uniform over all of the
possible choices of A.
Proof. The random variables ĥδ/A(z) − ĥδ(z) for z ∈ U are jointly centered Gaussian











|̂hδ/A(z)− ĥδ(z)| ≤ (log δ−1)1−ζ/3
⎤
⎦ ≥ 1− Oδ(δ p), ∀p > 0. (3.12)
The estimate (3.11) follows by combining Lemma 3.4, applied for ĥδ and with δ/A in
place of δ, with ζ/(2C) in place of ζ , with (3.12) and the triangle inequality. 
Finally, we record a lemma which serves an analogous purpose to Lemma 3.2 but for
LFPP instead of Liouville graph distance.
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Lemma 3.7. Let hS(1) be a zero-boundary GFF on the square S(1). There is a cou-
pling of ĥ and hS(1) such that for each C > 0 and each ζ ∈ (0, 1), it holds with
superpolynomilally high probability as δ → 0 that
max
z,w∈S:|z−w|≤Cδ
|hS(1)δ (z)− ĥδ(w)| ≤ ζ log δ−1. (3.13)
Proof. This follows from the uniform comparison between hS(1)δ (z) and ĥδ(z) estab-
lished in [DG16, Proposition 3.2] together with the continuity estimate for ĥδ from
Lemma 3.4 (applied with ζ/(2C) in place of ζ ). 
3.1.3. Maximal and minimal radii of balls of LQG mass ε. We next record a basic
estimate for the maximal and minimal radii of Euclidean balls with μh-mass ε when h
is any of the fields considered in Lemma 3.2. The significance of this lemma is that if z
and w lie in the same ball of mass ε, then Dεh(z, w) ≤ 1.
Lemma 3.8. Suppose that h is either a whole-plane GFF normalized so that h1(0) = 0,






and each β > 2
(2−γ )2 , it holds with polynomially high probability
as ε → 0 that
inf
z∈S
μh(Bεβ (z)) ≥ ε and sup
z∈S
μh(Bεβ (z)) ≤ ε. (3.14)
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, it suffices to prove the lemma in the case when h is a whole-plane
GFF. This, in turn, follows from standard estimates for the γ -LQGmeasure. In particular,
the first estimate in (3.14) holds with polynomially high probability by, e.g., [GMS18,
Lemma 2.5] applied with δ = εβ . To prove the second estimate, we first use a standard
moment estimate for the γ -LQG measure (see [RV14a, Theorem 2.14] or [GHM15,














with the rate of the oδ(1) uniform over all z ∈ S. By Markov’s inequality, if β is as in





−1] ≤ δ f (p)−β−1 p+oδ(1).
The exponent on the right is maximized over all values of p ∈ [0, 4/γ 2) when p =










We obtain the second estimate in (3.14) with polynomially high probability by apply-
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3.2. Comparison of diameter and point-to-point distance. In this subsection we will
prove Theorem 1.4. The main step in the proof is Proposition 3.9 just below. In the
course of the proof, we will also establish some estimates which are needed for the
proof of the lower bound for LFPP distances in Theorem 1.5.
Proposition 3.9. Let ĥ be as in (3.1). For each ζ ∈ (0, 1), it holds with polynomially





(z, w;S(1/2)) ≤ ε− 1dγ −ζ , (3.16)
where here we recall that S(1/2) is the expanded square [−1/2, 3/2]2.
We now give an overview of the proof of Proposition 3.9. We will first establish a
concentration estimate (Lemma 3.11) which says that the ĥ-Liouville graph distance
between two sides of a large rectangle is superpolynomially unlikely to be larger than
the area of the rectangle times ε
− 1dγ −ζ . To prove this estimate, we use a percolation
argument to construct a “path” of squares from one side of the rectangle to the other
with the property that the distance between the midpoints of the sides of the squares in
the path is bounded above by ε
− 1dγ −ζ (several similar percolation arguments are used
in [DD19,DG16,DZZ18a]). For the proof, we will need to work with the truncated
field ĥtr of (3.3) since we will need exact local independence in order to carry out the
percolation argument (one can do this due to Lemma 3.2).
By the scale invariance properties of ĥ (see Lemma 3.3), if δ ∈ (0, 1) is at least
some γ -dependent positive power of ε and R ⊂ S is a 2δ × δ or δ × 2δ rectangle, then
the conditional law given ĥδ of the Dεĥ-distance between the two shorter sides of R is
stochastically dominated by the law of the DTRε
ĥ
-distance between the left and right sides
of [0, 2]×[0, 1] for TR = δ2+γ 2/2 exp
(−maxz∈R ĥδ(z)
)
(actually, for technical reasons
instead of [0, 2] × [0, 1] we will consider a rectangle whose side lengths are of order
(log δ−1)3/2). By the aforementioned concentration estimate, a union bound, and our
continuity estimate for ĥδ (Lemma 3.4), this allows us to show that with polynomially
high probability as ε → 0, one has a simultaneous upper bound for the distance between
the sides of a large number of different 2δ× δ or δ× 2δ rectangles R ⊂ S in terms of ε,
δ, and the value of the exponential of γ /dγ times the white-noise field ĥδ at any point of
the rectangle (Lemma 3.13). More precisely, the distance between the two shorter sides


















up to o(1) errors in the exponents (this estimate will also be important for our lower
bound for LFPP distances).
Using Lemma 3.5, one can eliminate the dependence on the coarse field ĥδ in the
above estimate by replacing ĥδ(z) by the maximum value of ĥδ(z) on S (Lemma 3.14).
One can then concatenate a logarithmic number of paths between the sides of 2δ × δ or
δ × 2δ rectangles for dyadic values of δ to construct a path between any two points in
S which can be covered by at most ε
− 1dγ −ζ +oε (1) disks of μĥ-mass at most ε (see Fig. 4,
right). This gives Proposition 3.9.
In this subsection and the next, we will use the following notation for rectangles.
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Definition 3.10. For a rectangle R = [a, b] × [c, d] ⊂ C with sides parallel to the
coordinate axes, we write ∂LR, ∂RR, ∂TR, and ∂BR, respectively, for its left, right, top,
and bottom boundaries. We also define the associated stretched rectangle R′ as follows.
If the horizontal side length b − a is larger than the vertical side length d − c, we let
R′ = [a − 12 (b − a), b + 12 (b − a)] × [c, d] be the rectangle with the same center
as R, twice the horizontal side length as R, and the same vertical side length as R. If
d− c > b− a, we define R′ analogously with “horizontal” and “vertical” interchanged.
The following is our concentration bound for the distance across a rectangle.
Lemma 3.11. For n ∈ N, let Rn := [0, 2n] × [0, n], so that R′n = [−n, 3n] × [0, n].
For each fixed ζ ∈ (0, 1), there exist a0, a1, A > 0 (depending only on ζ and γ ) such














≥ 1− a0e−a1n . (3.17)
When we apply Lemma 3.11, we will typically take n ≈ (log ε−1)p for p ∈ (1, 2),
so that the n2 and en
1/2
terms are negligible in comparison to ε
− 1dγ −ζ . We note that (3.17)
implies that there is a continuous path inRn between the left and right boundaries ofRn







Euclidean balls of μĥ-mass
at most ε which are contained inR′n (this is because any path between the two connected
components of R′n \Rn must cross the left and right boundaries of Rn). However, we
need to take distances relative toR′n instead ofRn since some of the Euclidean balls in
the covering might not be contained inRn .
The startingpoint of the proof ofLemma3.11 is the following estimate from[DZZ18a],
which we will apply to each 1× 1 square inRn with corners in Z2.
Lemma 3.12. Recall the truncated field ĥtr from (3.3) and its associated Liouville graph
distance. Also let S = [0, 1]2 and S(1) = [−1, 2]2 be the squares as defined at the
beginning of this section and let u1S, . . . , u
4
S be the midpoints of the four corners of S.








≤ ε− 1dγ −ζ , ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , 4}. (3.18)
Proof. The analogue of (3.18) with a zero-boundary GFF on S(1) in place of ĥtr is
proven in [DZZ18a] (see, in particular, [DZZ18a, Proposition 3.17 and Lemma 5.3]
and note that D̃γ,δ,η(u, v) in [DZZ18a] denotes δ2-Liouville graph distance restricted
to paths of disks which lie in the box of side length 2|u − v| centered at (u + v)/2, with
sides parallel to the segment through [u, v]). The bound (3.18) follows from this and
Lemma 3.2. 
Proof of Lemma 3.11. We will show that there are constants a0, a1, A > 0 as in the












≥ 1− a0e−a1n . (3.19)
Combining this with (3.4) (applied with A = cn1/2 for an appropriate constant c > 0)
and taking a union bound of On(n2) Euclidean balls of radius 1 whose union coversR′n
yields (3.17).





Fig. 4. Left. Illustration of the proof of Lemma 3.11. We show that there must exist a path from ∂LRn to
∂RRn consisting of unit side-length squares S with the property that the Dεĥtr -distance between the midpoints
of any of the two sides of S, restricted to paths of disks which lie in the slightly expanded square S(1), is
at most ε
− 1dγ −ζ (squares in this path are shown in pink). This gives a Euclidean path (red) from ∂LRn to
∂RRn which can be covered by at most 2n2ε
− 1dγ −ζ disks of μĥtr -mass at most ε which are contained inR′n
(larger rectangle). Right. To prove Proposition 3.9, we use Lemma 3.11 to find a Euclidean path across each
2−m−1 × 2−m or 2−m × 2−m−1 rectangle in S with m ≥ log2 ε−β which can be covered by a bounded
number of disks ofμĥtr -mass at most ε. For each dyadic square S ⊂ Swith side length at most εβ , we consider
the set XS which is the union of the paths crossing four rectangles contained in S. The sets XS corresponding
to successive dyadic squares containing z ∈ S must intersect, which allows us to bound the Dε
ĥ
-diameter of
each dyadic square of side length at most εβ
See Fig. 4, left, for an illustration of the proof of (3.19). Let p ∈ (0, 1) be a small
universal constant to be chosen later. We assume without loss of generality that n ≥ 3
and let S(Rn) be the set of unit side length squares7 S ⊂ [0, 2n] × [1, n − 1] with
corners in Z2.










≤ ε− 1dγ −ζ , ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , 4}
}
where u1S, . . . , u
4
S denote the four corners of S. For each S ∈ S(Rn), the re-centered
field ĥtr(· − vS + vs) agrees in law with ĥtr . By Lemma 3.12, it therefore follows that
we can find ε∗ = ε∗(p, ζ, γ ) > 0 such that
P[EεS] = P[EεS] ≥ 1− p, ∀S ∈ S(Rn), ∀ε ∈ (0, ε∗]. (3.20)
Note that we are only asserting that each EεS individually has probability at least 1− p
—we are not yet claiming anything about the probabilities of the intersections of these
events.
View S(Rn) as a graph with two squares considered to be adjacent if they share an
edge. We define the left boundary of S(Rn) to be the set of squares in S(Rn) which
intersect the left boundary of [0, 2n]× [1, n− 1]. We similarly define the right, top, and
bottom boundaries of S(Rn).
We claim that if p is chosen sufficiently small, then for appropriate constants a0, a1 >
0 as in the statement of the lemma, it holds for each ε ∈ (0, ε∗] and n ∈ N that with
probability at least 1− a0e−a1n , we can find a path in S(Rn) from the left boundary of
S(Rn) to the right boundary of S(Rn) consisting of squares for which EεS occurs.
7 The reason for considering [0, 2n] × [1, n − 1] instead of Rn is so that the expanded square S(1) is
contained in [−1, 2n + 1] × [0, n] ⊂ R′n instead of in [−1, 2n + 1] × [−1, n + 1].
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Assume the claim for themoment. Since each square S(1) for S ∈ S(Rn) is contained
inR′n , the definition of EεS and the triangle inequality show that if a path as in the claim
exists then the Dε
ĥtr
-distance between the left and right boundaries ofRn along paths of
disks which are contained inR′n is at most 2n2ε−1/(dγ−ζ ). This shows that (3.19) holds
for ε ∈ (0, ε∗]. Since Dεĥtr1 can only increase when ε decreases (since by definition we
are taking an infimum over a smaller collection of sets of balls), it follows that (3.19) is
true for general ε > 0 with A = 2ε−1/(dγ−ζ )∗ .
It remains only to prove the above claim. Let S∗(Rn) be the graph whose squares
are the same as the squares of S(Rn), but with two squares considered to be adjacent
if they share a corner or an edge, instead of only considering squares to be adjacent if
they share an edge. By planar duality, it suffices to show that if p, a0, a1 are chosen
appropriately, then for ε ∈ (0, ε∗] it holds with probability at least 1−a0e−a1n that there
does not exist a simple path in S∗(Rn) from the top boundary to the bottom boundary
of S(Rn) consisting of squares for which EεS does not occur. This will be proven by a
standard argument for subcritical percolation. By the definition (3.3) of ĥtr , the event EεS
is a.s. determined by the restriction of the white noiseW to S(2)×R+. In particular, EεS
and Eε
S̃
are independent whenever S(2)∩ S̃(2) = ∅. For each fixed deterministic simple
path P in S∗(Rn), we can find a set of at least |P|/100 squares hit by P for which the
expanded squares S(2) are disjoint. By (3.20), applied once to each of these |P|/100
squares, if ε ∈ (0, ε∗] then the probability that EεS fails to occur for every square in P is
at most p|P|/100.
We now take a union bound over all simple paths P in S∗(Rn) connecting the top
and bottom boundaries. For k ∈ [n, 2n2]Z, the number of such paths with |P| = k is
at most n8k+1 since there are 2n possible initial squares adjacent in the top boundary
of Rn and 8 choices for each step of the path. Combining this with the estimate in the
preceding paragraph, we find that for ε ∈ (0, ε∗] the probability of a top-bottom crossing





which is bounded above by an exponential function of n provided we take p < 8−100.

From Lemma 3.11, the scaling properties of the field ĥ, and a union bound, we get
the following.
Lemma 3.13. For each ζ ∈ (0, 1), there exists λ = λ(ζ, γ ) > 0 such that the following
is true. For m ∈ N and ε > 0, it holds with probability 1− Om(e−λm) as m →∞, at
































Note that there is a minimum, rather than a maximum, inside the exponential on the
right side of (3.21). The minimum and maximum values of ĥ2−m on R typically differ
by a small multiple of logm due to continuity estimates for ĥ2−m (Lemma 3.4).
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Proof of Lemma 3.13. Fix ζ̃ ∈ (0, 1) to be chosen later, in a manner depending only on
ζ and γ . Also set
nm := log2 m3/2, ∀m ∈ N
(in fact, nm = log2 mp for any 1 < p < 2 would suffice).
By Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 (the latter is applied with δ = 2−m and A = 2nm  m3/2),
it holds with exponentially high probability as m →∞ that
max
z∈S
|̂h2−m (z)| ≤ (2 + ζ̃ ) log 2m and max
z,w∈S:|z−w|≤2−m+2
|̂h2−m−nm (z)− ĥ2−m (w)|
≤ ζ̃ log 2m . (3.22)
If R is a 2−m+1×2−m rectangle and uR denotes its bottom left corner, then 2m+nm (R−uR)
is the rectangle R2nm of Lemma 3.11 and 2m+nm (R′ − uR) is the rectangle R′2nm of
Lemma 3.11. Moreover, the field (̂h− ĥ2−m−nm )(2−m−nm ·+uR) agrees in law with ĥ and
is independent from ĥ2−m−nm , which means that the associated Liouville graph distance
Dε
(̂h−ĥ2−m−nm )(2−m−nm ·+uR)
agrees in law with Dε
ĥ
and is independent from ĥ2−m−nm .
Using (3.8) with δ = 2−m−nm and U equal to the interior of R′, we therefore get that










∂LR2nm , ∂RR2nm ;R′2nm
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where the oζ̃ (1) and om(1) are each deterministic and independent of ε and the oζ̃ (1)
error is also independent ofm. Note that in the first line, we switched from the maximum
of ĥ2−m−nm (z) to the minimum of ĥ2−m (z) (which gives a stronger estimate than the
maximum) using the second inequality in (3.22). Also, in the second line, we absorbed
a small power of eĥ2−m (z) into a factor of 2moζ̃ (1) using the first inequality in (3.22). By
Lemma 3.11 (applied with TRε in place of ε and 2nm in place of n) and a union bound
over Om(22m) rectangles R, we obtain the statement of the lemma upon choosing ζ̃
sufficiently small, in a manner depending only on ζ and γ . 
The proof of Proposition 3.9 will use the following consequence of Lemma 3.13.
Lemma 3.14. Fix ζ ∈ (0, 1) and β ∈ (0, 1). It holds with polynomially high probability
as ε → 0 that for each m ∈ N with m ≥ log2 ε−β and each 2−m+1 × 2−m rectangle
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and the same holds with 2−m × 2−m+1 rectangles but with ∂B and ∂T in place of ∂L and
∂R.
Proof. By Lemma 3.5, it holds with exponentially high probability as m →∞ that
max
z∈S
|̂h2−m (z)| ≤ (2 + ζ ) log 2m .
Combining this with Lemma 3.13, taking a union bound over all integersm ≥ log2 ε−β ,
and possibly shrinking ζ concludes the proof. 
Proof of Proposition 3.9. See Fig. 4, right, for an illustration of the proof. Fix ζ̃ ∈
(0, 1) and β ∈ (0, 1), to be chosen later in a manner depending only on ζ , and let
Eε = Eε (̃ζ , β) be the event of Lemma 3.14 with ζ̃ in place of ζ , so that Eε occurs
with polynomially high probability as ε → 0. On the event Eε , we can choose for each
m ≥ log2 ε−β and each 2−m+1×2−m (resp. 2−m×2−m+1) rectangle R ⊂ Swith corners
in 2−mZ2 a simple path PR in R from ∂LR to ∂RR (resp. ∂BR to ∂TR) which can be


















Euclidean balls of μĥ-mass at most ε which are contained in R
′ ⊂ S(1/2). For a dyadic
square S ⊂ S with side length at most εβ , let XS be the #-sign shaped set which is
the union of the paths PR corresponding to the four 2−m−1 × 2−m or 2−m × 2−m−1
rectangles R as above which are contained in S. Then XS is connected and contained
in S. Furthermore, if S̃ is one of the four dyadic children of S, then XS̃ ∩ XS = ∅. We
will prove the proposition by constructing connected paths between points of S using
the XS’s.
Consider a dyadic square S with |S| = 2−log2 ε−β and a point z ∈ S. Let S =
Sz0, S
z
1, . . . be the sequence of dyadic descendants of S containing z (enumerated so that
Szj−1 is the dyadic parent of S
z
j for each j ∈ N). The preceding paragraph shows that

























By Lemma 3.8, there exists A = A(γ ) > 0 such that with polynomially high
probability as ε → 0, each Euclidean ball of μĥ-mass ε which intersects S is contained
inS(1/2) and has Euclidean radius at least 2εA. This in particular implies that whenever
S̃ ⊂ S is a dyadic square with |S̃| ≤ εA, we have Dε
ĥ
(u, v;S(1/2)) = 1 for each
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with the implicit constant in  deterministic and independent of ε and z.
The bound (3.26) holds simultaneously for every dyadic square S of side length
2−log2 ε−β and every z ∈ S with polynomially high probability as ε → 0. Further-
more, with polynomially high probability as ε → 0 each XS for dyadic squares S











balls contained in S(1/2), each of which has μĥ-mass at most ε. It follows that with
















∀dyadic S ⊂ S with |S| = 2−log2 ε−β. (3.27)
By summing the bound (3.27) over Oε(ε−β) dyadic squares of side length 2−log2 ε
−β
whose union contains a path between twogivenpoints ofS,we get thatwith polynomially

















We now obtain (3.16) by choosing β and ζ̃ sufficiently small, in a manner depending
only on ζ . 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. The bound for point-to-point distance (1.8) was already proven
in Lemma2.2, sowe only need to prove (1.9). For a compact set K and an open setU with
K ⊂ U as in the theorem statement, choose finitelymany squares S1, . . . , Sk ⊂ U whose
union covers K and such that each of the expanded squares S j (1/2) for j = 1, . . . , k is
also contained in U . Also fix ζ ∈ (0, 1).
By Lemma 3.2, the conclusion of Proposition 3.9 remains true with the white-noise
field ĥ replaced with the whole-plane GFF h. If C > 0 and z ∈ C, then h(C−1(· −




d= Dεh . Since each hC (z) is a Gaussian random variable, we find that the
conclusion of Proposition 3.9 remains true with h in place of ĥ and with S replaced
with any other square S ⊂ C (with the rate of convergence of the probability as ε → 0
depending on the square). Applying this to each of the squares S j above, we find that




h (z, w;U ) ≤ ε−
1
dγ −ζ . (3.28)
To bound Dεh (K , ∂U ), we first use [DZZ18a, Lemma 6.1] to get that if h
S(1) is a
zero-boundary GFF on S(1), then with polynomially high probability as ε → 0,
DεhS (1) (∂S, ∂S(1/2)) ≥ ε
− 1dγ +ζ . (3.29)
By the same argument as in the preceding paragraph, the same is true with h in place of
hS(1) and with S replaced with any other square S ⊂ C. Any path from K to ∂U must
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Fig. 5. The sets YS used in the proof of Proposition 3.17 for two adjacent δε × δε squares S (pink and light
blue). Each of these sets is the union of 12 paths which cross the δε × (δε/2) or (δε/2)× δε rectangles which
intersect the square. Each YS is connected and the sets corresponding to adjacent squares intersect
cross S j (1/2) \ S j for one of the squares S j , j = 1, . . . , k, above. We therefore obtain
that with polynomially high probability as ε → 0,
Dεh (K , ∂U ) ≥ ε−
1
dγ +ζ . (3.30)
By Lemma 2.2 (applied for z, w ∈ K and for z ∈ K and w ∈ ∂U , respectively)
we also get a lower bound of ε
− 1dγ +ζ for the left side of (3.28) and an upper bound of
ε
− 1dγ −ζ for the right side of (3.30) which each hold with polynomially high probability
as ε → 0. Taking a union bound over dyadic values of ε concludes the proof. 
3.3. Lower bound for LFPP distances. In this subsection we will prove the lower bound
for LFPP distances from Theorem 1.5, building on the estimates proven in Sect. 3.2. In
fact, we will prove the following slightly more quantitative statement.
Proposition 3.15. Let h be a whole-plane GFF normalized so that h1(0) = 0. Also let
U ⊂ C be a bounded open set and let K ⊂ U be a compact set. For each ζ ∈ (0, 1), it
holds with polynomially high probability as δ → 0 that the LFPP distance with exponent
ξ = γ /dγ satisfies
Dδh,LFPP (K , ∂U ) ≥ δ1−
2
dγ
− γ 22dγ +ζ . (3.31)
The basic idea of the proof of Proposition 3.15 is as follows. We choose δ = δε to be
comparable to a small (but fixed) power of ε and consider a path from K to ∂U along
which the integral of eγ hδ(z) is close to minimal. We then concatenate the crossings of
the 2δε × δε and δε × 2δε rectangles traversed by this path, as afforded by Lemma 3.13,
to produce another path from K to ∂U such that the number of μĥ-mass ε disks needed
to cover this second path can be bounded above in terms of Dδεh,LFPP (K , ∂U ) (see Fig. 5).
Plugging in our known lower bound for Dε
ĥ
(K , ∂U ) (which comes from Theorem 1.4
and Lemma 3.2) then gives a lower bound for Dδεh,LFPP (K , ∂U ).
For most of the proof, we will work with a zero-boundary GFF hS(1) on the square
S(1) = [−1, 2]2 instead of a whole-plane GFF (mostly because of Lemma 3.7). It will
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also be convenient to work with an approximate version of LFPP distances for which
the paths interact with squares in a nice way (this is a LFPP analogue of the approximate
Liouville graph distance considered in [DZZ18a, Section 3]).
For δ > 0, letmδ := log2 δ−1 be the smallest integer with 2mδ ≥ δ−1 and let S2−mδ
be the set of dyadic squares contained in S with side length 2−mδ . For z, w ∈ S and
δ > 0, define the approximate δ-LFPP distance from z to w with respect to ĥ by
D̂δ
ĥ,LFPP




δeξ ĥδ(vS j ) (3.32)
where the minimum is over all sequences of distinct squares S0, . . . , Sk ∈ S2−mδ such
that z ∈ S0, w ∈ Sk , and S j and S j−1 share a side for each j = 1, . . . , k. Here we recall
that vS denotes the center of S.
Proposition 3.16. There is a coupling of ĥ and hS(1) such that the following is true. For
each ζ ∈ (0, 1) and each ξ > 0, it holds with polynomially high probability as δ → 0





(z, w;S)− δeξ ĥδ(vSz )
)
≤ DδhS (1),LFPP(z, w;S) ≤ δ−ζ D̂δĥ,LFPP(z, w;S),
(3.33)
where Sz is the square of S2−mδ containing z for which ĥδ(vSz ) is maximized (this is the
unique square containing z if z is not on the boundary of a square).
The reason for the −δeξ ĥδ(z) in the lower bound in (3.33) is that if z and w are
contained in the same square of S2−mδ , then D̂δhS (1),LFPP(z, w;S) = δeξ ĥδ(vSz )), whereas
Dδ
hS (1),LFPP
(z, w;S) might be much smaller than δeξ ĥδ(vSz )) (e.g., if z = w).
Proof of Proposition 3.16. By Lemma 3.4 and 3.7, and the triangle inequality, we can
couple ĥ and hS(1) in such a way that for each ζ ∈ (0, 1), it holds with polynomially









Henceforth assume that (3.34) holds. We will show that (3.33) holds.
Upper bound.Wefirst prove the second inequality in (3.33),which is easier. For z, w ∈ S,
we can find distinct squares S0, . . . , Sk ∈ S2−mδ such that z ∈ S0, w ∈ Sk , S j and S j−1
share a side for each j = 1, . . . , k, and
k∑
j=0
δeξ ĥδ(vS j ) ≤ 2D̂δ
ĥ,LFPP
(z, w;S).
Let z0 := z, let zk+1 := w, and choose z j ∈ S j ∩ S j−1 for each j = 1, . . . , k. Let P
be the concatenation of the line segments [z j , z j+1] for j = 0, . . . , k, traversed at unit
speed. The segment [z j , z j+1] is contained in S j , so (3.34) implies that the maximum




Summing over all such segments gives the desired bound (up to a deterministic constant
factor which can be ignored by slightly shrinking ζ ).
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Lower bound. Fix z, w ∈ S and let P : [0, T ] → S be a piecewise continuously





δ (P(t)) dt ≤ 2DδhS (1),LFPP (z, w;S) . (3.35)
We first construct an approximation P̃ : [0, T̃ ] → S of P such that P̃−1(S) is either
empty or a single connected interval for each square S ∈ S2−mδ via the following
inductive “loop erasing” procedure. Let t0 = z = P(0) and let S0 be a square of S2−mδ
containing z (wemake an arbitrary choice if there ismore than one). Inductively, suppose
that j ∈ N and times 0 ≤ t0 ≤ · · · ≤ t j−1 ≤ T and squares S0, . . . , S j−1 ∈ S2−mδ have
been defined in such a way that ti is the last time t ∈ [0, T ] with P(t) ∈ Si−1 for each
i = 1, . . . , j − 1. Let t j be the last time t ∈ [0, T ] for which P(t) ∈ S j−1. If t j = T , let
S j = S j−1. If t j = T , then since each ti for i ≤ j is the last time that P is in Si , there
must be a square of S2−mδ other than S0, . . . , S j−1 with P(t j ) on its boundary (so that
P has somewhere to go after time t j ). Let S j be such a square, chosen in such a way
that P((t j , t j + ε]) intersects S j for each ε > 0 (we make an arbitrary choice if there is
more than one such square).
LetJ be the smallest j ∈ Nwith t j+1 = T . Let P̃ : [0, T̃ ] → S be the concatenation
of the straight line segments [P(t j ), P(t j+1)] ⊂ S j for j = 0, . . . ,J , traversed at unit
speed. Since the squares S j for j = 1, . . . ,J are distinct, it follows that P̃−1(S j ) =
[t j , t j+1] for each j = 1, . . . ,J .
We next show that
∫ T̃
0
eξ ĥδ(P̃(t)) dt ≤ 2δ−ζ/2DδhS (1),LFPP (z, w;S) . (3.36)
For this purpose, let t̃ j for j ∈ N0 be the unique time for which P̃ (̃t j ) = P(t j ).
Then P̃|[̃t j ,̃t j+1] is a straight line segment contained in the square S j , so the Euclidean
length of P̃|[̃t j ,̃t j+1] is at most the Euclidean length of P|[t j ,t j+1]. Furthermore, since P̃
is parameterized by unit speed, t̃ j+1 − t̃ j ≤
√
2× 2−mδ ≤ 4δ, so by (3.34) and since P
has unit speed,
max
t∈[̃t j−1 ,̃t j ]
ĥδ(P̃(t)) ≤ ζ
2ξ
log δ−1 + min
t∈[t j−1,t j−1+̃t j −̃t j−1]
hS(1)δ (P(t)).
By combining this with (3.35), we get (3.36).
We will now argue that, for the squares S j defined above,
J∑
j=0
δeξ ĥδ(vS j ) ≤ 4δ−ζ/2
∫ T̃
0
eξ ĥδ(P̃(t)) dt, (3.37)
which combined with (3.36) gives the first inequality in (3.33) (after adjusting ζ appro-
priately).
To prove (3.37),we need to dealwith the squares S j forwhich t̃ j+1−t̃ j is very small, in
which case δeξ ĥδ(vS j ) is a poor approximation for the integral of eξ ĥδ(P(t)) over [̃t j , t̃ j+1].
To this end, for j ∈ N we let J j be the largest j ′ ≤ j for which t̃ j+1 − t̃ j ≥ δ1+ζ/2.
We claim that j − J j ≤ 5 for j = 1, . . . ,J . Indeed, if j − J j ≥ 6, then P̃ travels
Euclidean distance at most 4δ1+ζ/2 between times t̃ J j+1 and t̃ J j+6, so can hit at most
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4 possible squares during this time, which contradicts the fact that the squares Si for
i = J j , . . . , J j + 5 are distinct. It therefore follows from (3.34) that
δeξ ĥδ(vS j ) ≤ δ−ζ/2
∫ t̃ J j +1
t̃ J j
eξ ĥδ(P̃(t)) dt.
We now sum over all j with t̃ j ≤ T and use (3.36) and the fact that each term on the
right is counted at most 4 times (since j − J j ≤ 5) to get (3.37). 
We can now prove the analogue of Proposition 3.15 for the zero-boundary GFF.
Proposition 3.17. Let K ⊂ U ⊂ S with K compact and U open. Let hS(1) be a zero-
boundary GFF on S(1). For each ζ ∈ (0, 1), it holds with polynomially high probability
as δ → 0 that
Dδh,LFPP (K , ∂U ) ≥ δ1−
2
dγ
− γ 22dγ +ζ . (3.38)





be arbitrary (e.g., we could take β = 1
(2+γ )2
). We will
compare εβ -LFPP distances to ε-Liouville graph distances (with respect to ĥ), then set
δ = εβ . By Proposition 3.16, it suffices to prove a lower bound for approximate εβ -
Liouville graph distances, i.e., it is enough to show that for each fixed K ⊂ U ⊂ S as in

















(vSz ) coming from the left side of (3.33) does not
pose a problem here: indeed, Lemma 3.5 shows that with polynomially high probability
as ε → 0, this term is at most εβ(1−2γ /dγ ) uniformly over all z ∈ S and we have
1− 2γ /dγ > 1− 2/dγ − γ 2/(2dγ ).
Let ζ̃ ∈ (0, 1) which we will choose later, in a manner depending only on β, ζ , and
γ . Also set
δε := 2−log2 ε−β.
Step 1: regularity events.We first define a regularity event, giving bounds for ĥεβ and the
ε-approximate Liouville graph distance. By Lemma 3.6 (applied with A = εβ/δε ≤ 2)
and Lemma 3.5, it holds with polynomially high probability as ε → 0 that
|̂hδε (z)| ∨ |̂hεβ (z)| ≤ (2β + ζ̃ ) log ε−1 and |̂hδε (z)− ĥεβ (z)| ≤ ζ̃ log ε−1, ∀z ∈ S.
(3.40)
ByLemma3.13 (appliedwith N = 2,m = log2 ε−β−1, and a sufficiently small choice
of ζ ), it holds with polynomially high probability as ε → 0 that for each δε × (δε/2)
































and the same holds with (δε/2) × δε rectangles and with ∂B and ∂T in place of ∂L and
∂R. Henceforth assume that this is the case and that (3.40) holds.
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Step 2: bounding Liouville graph distances along paths of squares.Sinceβ < 2/(2+γ )2,
if we choose ζ̃ sufficiently small (in a manner depending only on β and γ ) then the first
inequality in (3.40) shows that the second term in themaximumon the right side of (3.41)
is larger than the first. Using this together with the second inequality in (3.40), we see
























with the rate of the oζ̃ (1) deterministic and ε-independent.
Recall that we are assuming that the event described above (3.41) occurs. Let N be
the right side of (3.42). Then we can choose for each δε × (δε/2) (resp. (δε/2) × δε)
rectangle R ⊂ S with corners in δε2 Z a simple path PR in R from ∂LR to ∂RR (resp.
∂BR to ∂TR) which can be covered by at most N Euclidean balls of μĥ-mass at most ε,
each of which is contained in R′.
For each of the δε-side length squares S ∈ Sδε , let YS be the union of the paths PR
over the at most twelve δε × (δε/2) or (δε/2)× δε rectangles R as above which overlap
with S. See Fig. 5 for an illustration. Then YS is connected (but not contained in S) and,
since the center vS is contained in each of the above rectangles R and R′ ⊂ S(1/2) for






















Furthermore, if S, S̃ ∈ Sδε are two squares which share a side, then YS ∩ YS̃ = ∅.
Step 3: comparison to approximate LFPP. Let S0, . . . , Sk ∈ Sδε be a sequence of distinct
squares such that K ∩ S0 = ∅, ∂U ∩ Sk = ∅, S j and S j−1 share a side for each











(K , ∂U ) . (3.44)
By (3.43) and since YSj ∩ YSj−1 = ∅ for j = 1, . . . , k,
Dε
ĥ















ĥεβ (vS j )
)
(3.45)
with a universal implicit constant. Comparing (3.45) to (3.44) shows that with polyno-
mially high probability as ε → 0,
Dε
ĥ













(K , ∂U ) . (3.46)
To lower-bound the left side of (3.45), choose a compact set K ′ containing K in its
interior and an open set U ′ with K ′ ⊂ U ′ ⊂ U ′ ⊂ U . Since S0 and Sk have side
length δε and intersect K and ∂U , respectively, for small enough ε > 0, we have
Dε
ĥ
(S0, Sk;S(1/2)) ≥ Dεĥ
(
K ′, ∂U ′
)
. We may therefore apply Lemma 3.2 and Theo-
rem 1.4 to find that with polynomially high probability as ε → 0, the left side of (3.46)
is at least ε
− 1
dγ +̃ζ . Plugging this into (3.46), re-arranging, and choosing ζ̃ sufficiently
small (in a manner depending only on β, ζ , and γ ) yields (3.39). 
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Proof of Proposition 3.15. Due to the conformal invariance of the law of the zero-
boundary GFF, Proposition 3.17 implies the analogous statement with S replaced with
any other square in C. Lemma 2.1 then allows us to transfer this to the case of the
whole-plane GFF. 
3.4. Upper bound for LFPP distances. We now conclude the proof of Theorem 1.5 by
proving an upper bound for LFPP distances.
Proposition 3.18. Let h be awhole-planeGFFnormalized so that its circle average over
∂D is zero. For each open set U ⊂ C, each compact set K ⊂ U, and each ζ ∈ (0, 1), it
holds with polynomially high probability as δ → 0 that the LFPP distance with exponent




h,LFPP (z, w;U ) ≤ δ1−
2
dγ
− γ 22dγ −ζ .
Thebasic outline of the proof ofProposition3.18 is similar to that of the corresponding
lower bound, but the proof is somewhat more direct since we do not prove an analogue
of Proposition 3.9 along the way and we do not need to consider approximate LFPP
distances. In this setting, we need lower bounds for Liouville graph distance instead of
upper bounds. We start by using a percolation argument which is very similar to that of
Lemma 3.11 to get a lower bound for the ε-Liouville graph distance between the inner
and outer boundaries of a square annulus which holds with superpolynomially high
probability (Lemma 3.19). Here, the idea is to construct a path which disconnects the
inner and outer boundary of the annulus consisting of squares S such that the Liouville
graph distance across the square annulus S(1/2) \ S is bounded below. We will then use
Lemma 3.19 and a union bound to show that if δ is a small positive power of ε, then with
high probability, we have a lower bound for the ε-Liouville graph distance across the
square annulus S(1) \ S simultaneously for all squares of side length δ contained in S
with corners in δZ2 (this is analogous to Lemma 3.13). We then consider a path between
z, w ∈ S which can be covered by a minimal number of μĥ-mass ε disks and use the
aforementioned lower bound for Liouville graph distance together with the upper bound
in Theorem 1.4 to construct a path whose δ-LFPP length can be bounded above.
Lemma 3.19. For n ∈ N, define the closed square annulus An := [−n, 2n]2 \ (0, n)2
and its inner and outer boundaries ∂inAn := ∂([0, n]2) and ∂outAn := ∂([−n, 2n]2).
For each fixed ζ ∈ (0, 1), there exists a0, a1, ε∗ > 0 (depending only on ζ and γ ) such









≥ 1− a0e−a1n . (3.47)
As in the case of Lemma 3.11, the starting point of the proof of Lemma 3.19 is an
estimate for a single square.
Lemma 3.20. Recall the truncated field ĥtr from (3.3) and its associated Liouville graph
distance. For each ζ ∈ (0, 1), it holds with probability tending to 1 as ε → 0 that
Dε
ĥtr
(S, ∂S(1/2)) ≥ ε− 1dγ +ζ .
Proof. This follows from [DZZ18a, Proposition 3.17 and Lemma 6.1] (which give the
analogous statement for Liouville graph distances with respect to a zero-boundary GFF
on a square of appropriate side length) combined with Lemma 3.2. 
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Proof of Lemma 3.19. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.11. We will show that
there are constants a0, a1, ε∗ > 0 as in the statement of the lemma such that for n ∈ N









≥ 1− a0e−a1n . (3.48)
Combining this with (3.4) (applied with A = cn1/2 for an appropriate constant c > 0)
and taking a union bound over On(n2) Euclidean balls of radius 1 whose union covers
An yields (3.47).
Let p ∈ (0, 1) be a small universal constant to be chosen later. For n ∈ N, let S(An)
be the set of unit side length squares with corners in Z2 such that S(1) ⊂ An . For
S ∈ S(An), let EεS be the event that the following is true.
1. Dε
ĥtr
(S, ∂S(1/2)) ≥ ε− 1dγ +ζ .
2. Each disk which intersects S(1/2) and hasμĥtr -mass at most ε is contained in S(3/4).
The reason for the second condition is to make it so that EεS is determined by ĥ
tr|S(3/4).
For each S ∈ S(An), the field ĥtr(·−vS +vs) agrees in law with ĥtr . It therefore follows
from Lemma 3.20 and the fact that μĥtr assigns positive mass to every open set that we
can find ε∗ = ε∗(p, ζ, γ ) > 0 such that
P[EεS] = P[EεS] ≥ 1− p ∀S ∈ S(An), ∀ε ∈ (0, ε∗]. (3.49)
View S(An) as a graph with two squares considered to be adjacent if they share an
edge. We claim that if p is chosen sufficiently small, in a manner depending only on ζ
and γ , then for appropriate constants a0, a1 > 0 as in the statement of the lemma, it
holds for each ε ∈ (0, ε∗] and n ∈ N that with probability at least 1− a0e−a1n , we can
find a path P in S(An) which disconnects ∂inAn from ∂outAn such that EεS occurs for
each S ∈ P .
Assume the claim for the moment. If a path P as in the claim exists, then each
Euclidean path from ∂inAn to ∂outAn must pass through one of the squares S ∈ P . Since
S(1/2) ⊂ An for each S ∈ S(An), any path from ∂inAn to ∂outAn must cross one of the
annuli S(1/2)\S for some S ∈ P . Since EεS occurs for each such S, it follows that (3.48)
holds.
It remains only to prove the claim. Since EεS is determined by ĥ
tr|S(1), the claim
follows from exactly the same percolation-type argument given at the end of the proof
of Lemma 3.11. 
The following is an analogue of Lemma 3.13 in the present setting, and is proven in
a similar way.





and ζ ∈ (0, 1), there exists ε∗ = ε∗(ζ, β, γ ) >
0 such that the following is true. Let δε := 2−log2 ε−β. It holds with polynomially high
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Proof. Fix ζ̃ ∈ (0, 1) to be chosen later, in a manner depending only on ζ . Also set
nε := (log ε−1)3/2.
By Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 (the latter applied with A = (δε/εβ)nε), it holds with polyno-
mially high probability as ε → 0 that
max
z∈S
|̂hεβ (z)| ≤ (2β + ζ̃ ) log ε−1 and
max
z,w∈S:|z−w|≤4εβ
|̂hδε/nε (z)− ĥεβ (w)| ≤ ζ̃ log ε−1. (3.51)
If S is a square as in the statement of the lemma and uS denotes its bottom-left
corner, then the re-scaled translated square annulus nεδ−1ε
(
S(1) \ S − uS
)
is equal to
the annulusAnε of Lemma 3.19. Moreover, the field (̂h− ĥδε/nε )((δε/nε) · +uS) agrees
in law with ĥ and is independent from ĥδε/nε , so the associated Liouville graph distance
Dε




applied with δ = δε/nε and U equal to the interior of S, it therefore follows that the
conditional law of Dε
ĥ











































with the rate of the oζ̃ (1) and the oε(1) deterministic, and the rate of the former indepen-
dent of ε. Note that here we have used (3.51) to replace ĥδε/nε by ĥεβ and to replace amin
by a max. By (3.52) and the first inequality in (3.51) and since β < 2/(2 + γ )2 (which
implies 2 + γ 2/2 − 2γ > 0) if ζ̃ is chosen sufficiently small (in a manner depending
only on ζ , β, and γ ) then maxS TSε = oε(1) at a deterministic rate. In particular, if ε∗ is
as in Lemma 3.19 then for a small enough deterministic ε > 0 we have TSε ≤ ε∗ for all
squares S as above whenever (3.51) holds. By Lemma 3.19 (applied with TSε in place
of ε and nε in place of n) and a union bound over Oε(ε−2β) squares S, we obtain the
statement of the lemma provided we choose ζ̃ sufficiently small. 
We will now prove the zero-boundary GFF analogue of Proposition 3.18.
Proposition 3.22. Let hS(1) be a zero-boundaryGFFonS(1)and for δ > 0 let Dδ
hS (1),LFPP
be the associated LFPP metric with ξ = γ /dγ . For each ζ ∈ (0, 1), it holds with
polynomially high probability as δ → 0 that
max
z,w∈S
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be arbitrary (e.g., β = 1
(2+γ )2
would suffice). We will
compare εβ -LFPP distances to ε-Liouville graph distances with respect to ĥ, then set
δ = εβ . By Lemma 3.7, it suffices to prove an upper bound for εβ -Liouville graph
distances definedwith ĥεβ in place of hεβ , i.e., it is enough to show thatwith polynomially
high probability as ε → 0, there exists for each z, w ∈ S a Euclidean unit-speed path
















Let ζ̃ ∈ (0, 1) which we will choose later, in a manner depending only on β, ζ , and
γ . Also set δε := 2−log2 ε−β, as in Lemma 3.21.
Let Eε = Eε(β, ζ̃ ) be the event of Lemma 3.21 but with ζ̃ in place of ζ , i.e., Eε is
the event that (3.50) holds (with ζ̃ in place of ζ ) for each square S ⊂ S(1) with side
length δε and corners in δεZ2. By Lemmas 3.21 and 3.8, it holds with polynomially high
probability as ε → 0 that
Eε occurs and min
z∈S(1)
μĥ(Bδε/2(z)) ≥ ε. (3.54)
We note that the second condition in (3.54) implies that any two points of S(1) which
lie at Euclidean distance at least δε from each other lie at Dεĥ-distance at least 2.
Henceforth assume that (3.54) holds and fix z, w ∈ S. By the definition of Dε
ĥ
, we
can find a continuous Euclidean path P : [0, 1] → S(1/2) from z to w whose range can
be covered by at most Dε
ĥ
(z, w;S(1/2)) Euclidean balls of μĥ-mass at most ε which
are contained in S(1/2). We will use this path P to construct a path from z to w whose
εβ -LFPP length can be bounded above.
Let Sδε (1/2) be the set of squares S ⊂ S(1/2) with side length δε and corners in
δεZ
2. We will inductively define a sequence of squares in Sδε (1/2). Let t0 = 0 and let
S0 be a square of Sδε (1/2) which contains z. Inductively, if j ∈ N and t j−1 ∈ [0, 1]
and S j−1 ∈ Sδε (1/2) have been defined, let t j be the infimum of the times t ∈ [t j−1, 1]
for which P(t) is not contained in the expanded square S j−1(1), or let t j = 1 if no
such t exists. If t j = 1, let S j be a square of Sδε (1/2) containing w. Otherwise, choose
S j ∈ Sδε (1/2) so that P enters S j immediately after time t .
Let J be the smallest j ∈ N for which t j+1 = 1 (J must be finite since P is
continuous). Let PLFPP : [0, T ] → S be the concatenation of the straight line segments
[P(t j ), P(t j+1)] for j ∈ [0,J ]Z, traversed at unit speed. Then PLFPP is a path from z to
w. Since each t j+1 for j ≤ J − 1 is the first time after t j at which P exits S j (1), each
of the segments [P(t j ), P(t j+1)] is contained in S j (1), and in particular its Euclidean




















For each j ∈ [0,J − 1]Z the path P travels across the square annulus S j (1) \ S j
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By our choice of P , the sum of the left side of this inequality over all j ∈ [0,J −
1]Z is at most Dεĥ(z, w;S) + 2J (the term 2J comes from double-counting the disks
which contain the points P(t j )). Since |P(t j ) − P(t j+1)| ≥ δε , the second condition
in (3.54) shows that none of the pairs of points (P(t j ), P(t j+1)) can be contained in a
single Euclidean ball of μĥ-mass ε. Therefore, J ≤ Dεĥ (z, w;S(1/2)). Consequently,























(z, w;S(1/2)) . (3.57)
By Proposition 3.9, we have maxz,w∈S Dεĥ (z, w;S(1/2)) ≤ ε
− 1dγ −ζ̃ with polynomially
high probability as ε → 0. Combining this with (3.55) and (3.57) and choosing ζ̃
sufficiently small, in a manner depending only on ζ , β, and γ , shows that (3.53) holds
with polynomially high probability as ε → 0. 
Proof of Proposition 3.18. Proposition 3.22 implies the analogous statement with S re-
placed with any other square S ⊂ C (with the rate of convergence of the probability
depending on the square). Lemma 2.1 then implies that the same is true with a whole-
planeGFF in place of a zero-boundaryGFF on S(1).We obtain the proposition statement
from this by covering K by a finite union of squares S such that S(1/2) is contained in
U . 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. The lower bound for the point-to-point distance in (1.10) follows
from Proposition 3.15 applied with K = {z} and U an open set containing z but not w.
The upper bound follows from Proposition 3.18 applied with K chosen so that z, w ∈ K .
The bounds for other LFPP distances in (1.11) are immediate from Propositions 3.15
and 3.18 together with (1.10). 
4. Connection to random planar maps
In this section wewill relate Liouville graph distance to random planar maps and thereby
prove Theorem 1.6. The basic strategy for doing so is discussed in Sect. 1.4. To carry out
this approach, we will first need to provide some background on SLE and LQG which
will allow us to express the mated-CRT map as the adjacency graph of a certain random
collection of ε-LQG mass “cells” in the plane (Sect. 4.1). In Sect. 4.2, we compare
distances in this adjacency graph of cells to Liouville graph distance. Actually, we will
prove upper and lower bounds for distances in the adjacency graph in terms of twominor
variants of Liouville graph distance defined using slightly different types of Euclidean
balls. In Sect. 4.3 we complete the proof of Theorem 1.6 in the setting of the mated-CRT
map, then transfer to other random planar maps using the results of [GHS17].
4.1. Background on SLE and LQG.
4.1.1. Liouville quantum gravity surfaces. Fix γ ∈ (0, 2). Following [DS11,She16a,
DMS14], we define a γ -Liouville quantum gravity surface to be an equivalence class of
pairs (D, h) whereD ⊂ C and h is a distribution onD (which we will always take to be
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a realization of some variant of the Gaussian free field), with two such pairs (D, h) and
(D̃, h̃) considered to be equivalent if there is a conformal map f : D̃ → D such that






One motivation for this definition is that by [DS11, Proposition 2.1], if h̃ and h are
related as in (4.1) then a.s. the γ -LQG measure μh is the pushforward of μh̃ under f ,
so μh is a well-defined functional of the LQG surface (as noted in Sect. 2.3, we expect
the conjectural γ -LQG metric to satisfy a similar invariance property). If (D, h) is an
equivalence class representative, then the distribution h is called an embedding of the
γ -LQG surface into D.
In this paper, the only types of γ -LQG surfaces which we will be interested in are
the ones corresponding to whole-plane and zero-boundary GFF’s and the so-called γ -
quantum cone which is defined in [DMS14, Definition 4.10]. We will not need the
precise definition. Roughly speaking, the γ -quantum cone describes the local behavior
of a general γ -LQG surface at a point sampled from its γ -LQG measure [DMS14,
Proposition 4.13(ii) and Lemma A.10].
Wewill only ever work with a particular embedding of the γ -quantum cone called the
circle-average embedding, which is the random distribution h onC defined in [DMS14,
Definition 4.10]. Aside from its connection to themated-CRTmap (aswe discuss below),
the most important property of this distribution for our purposes is that h|D agrees in law
with the corresponding restriction of a whole-plane GFF plus−γ log | · |, normalized so
that its circle average over ∂D is zero. The γ -log singularity arises from the fact that a
γ -LQG surface has such a log singularity at a typical point from the perspective of the
γ -LQG measure [DS11, Section 3.3].
4.1.2. Space-filling SLEκ . In this subsection we will review the construction of whole-
plane space-filling SLEκ from∞ to∞ for κ > 4, which first appeared in [MS17, Section
1.2.3]. This is a random space-filling curve inC which a.s. hits each fixed point exactly
once (but has an uncountable fractal set of multiple points). In the case when κ ≥ 8,
ordinary SLEκ is already space-filling [RS05] and whole-plane space-filling SLEκ from
∞ to∞ is just a two-sided variant of ordinary SLEκ . For κ ∈ (4, 8), however, ordinary
SLEκ is not space-filling and space-filling SLEκ can be obtained from ordinary SLEκ
by, roughly speaking, iteratively filling in the “bubbles” which it disconnects from its
target point by SLEκ -type curves.
We will not need many properties of space-filling SLEκ here (only some estimates
from [GHM15] which the reader can take as a black box), but we provide a moderately
detailed review for the sake of context. The basic idea of the construction is to first
construct the outer boundary of the curve η stopped at the first time it hits each z ∈ Q2,
then interpolate these boundaries to get a space-filling curve. By SLE duality [Zha08,
Zha10,Dub09,MS16c,MS17] the outer boundaries should be SLEκ -type curves for κ =
16/κ . We will define these curves using the theory of imaginary geometry [MS16c,
MS17].
Let χ IG := 2/√κ−√κ/2 and let hIG be a whole-plane GFF viewedmodulo a global
additive multiple of 2πχ IG, as in [MS17] (here IG stands for “Imaginary Geometry” and
is used to distinguish the field hIG from the field h used to construct the LQG measure).
By [MS17, Theorem 1.1], for z ∈ C, we can construct the flow lines ηLz and ηRz of h
started from z with angles π/2 and−π/2, respectively. These curves will be the left and
right boundaries of η stopped upon hitting z.




Lt2 − Lt1 = νh(brown) νh(orange)−
Rt2 − Rt1 =νh(purple) νh(green)−
Fig. 6. Left. Definition of the left/right quantum boundary length process (L , R) for the space-filling SLEκ
curve η, which is shown to be a pair of correlated Brownian motions in [DMS14, Theorem 1.9]. This figure
corresponds to the case κ ≥ 8 (γ ∈ (0,√2]) since the image of each interval under η is simply connected.
Right. Illustration of four typical space-filling SLE cells of the form η([x − ε, x]) in the case κ ∈ (4, 8)
(γ ∈ (√2, 2)). The picture is slightly misleading since the set of “pinch points” where the left and right
boundaries of each cell meet is actually uncountable, with no isolated points, but has Hausdorff dimension
less than 2. The points where η starts and finishes filling in each cell are shown with black dots. The grey and
green cells intersect at several points, but do not share a connected boundary arc so are not considered to be
adjacent. This is natural since one can think of the blue cell as lying in between the grey and green cells. In
fact, two cells which intersect, but do not share a connected boundary arc, will always be separated by another
cell in this manner
For distinct z, w ∈ Q2, the flow lines ηLz and ηLw a.s. merge upon intersecting, and
similarly with R in place of L . The two flow lines ηLz and η
R
z started at the same point
a.s. do not cross, but these flow lines bounce off each other without crossing if and only
if κ ∈ (4, 8) [MS17, Theorem 1.7].
We define a total order onQ2 by declaring that z comes before w if and only if w is
in a connected component ofC \ (ηLz ∪ ηRz ) which lies to the right of ηLz (equivalently,
to the left of ηRz ). The whole-plane analogue of [MS17, Theorem 4.12] (which can be
deduced from the chordal case; see [DMS14, Section 1.4.1]) shows that there is a.s. a
well-defined continuous curve η : R → C such that the following is true. The curve η
traces the points of Q2 in the above order, is such that η−1(Q2) is a dense set of times,
and is continuous when parameterized by Lebesgue measure. This curve η is defined to
be the whole-plane space-filling SLEκ from∞ to∞.
In the case when κ ≥ 8, the left/right boundary curves ηLz and ηRz do not bounce off
each other, so for a < b the set η([a, b]) has the topology of a closed disk. In contrast,
for κ ∈ (4, 8) the curves ηLz and ηRz intersect in an uncountable fractal set and for a < b
the interior of the set η([a, b]) a.s. has countably many connected components, each of
which has the topology of a disk (see Fig. 6, right).
4.1.3. Mated-CRT maps and SLE-decorated LQG. As in Sect. 1.4, let γ ∈ (0, 2), let
h be the circle-average embedding of a γ -quantum cone, and let η be a whole-plane
space-filling SLEκ curve with κ = 16/γ 2 > 4 sampled independently from h and then
parametrized by γ -LQGmasswith respect to h, i.e., so that η(0) = 0 andμh(η([s, t])) =
t − s whenever −∞ < s < t < ∞. Let νh be the γ -LQG boundary length measure
associated with h (as in [DS11, Section 6]). We let L : R→ R be the process such that
L0 = 0 and for t1 < t2,
Lt2 − Lt1 = νh (left boundary of η([t1, t2]) ∩ η([t2,∞)))
− νh (left boundary of η([t1, t2]) ∩ η((−∞, t1])) . (4.2)
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Similarly define R with “right” in place of “left”. See Fig. 6, left, for an illustration.
Then [DMS14, Theorem 1.9] (and [GHMS17, Theorem 1.1] in the case γ <
√
2) shows
that (L , R) has the law of a correlated two-sided two-dimensional Brownian motion
with Corr(L , R) = − cos(πγ 2/4). In other words, (L , R) is the same as the process
used to construct the mated-CRT map in Sect. 1.4.
If we let Gε for ε > 0 be the mated-CRT map constructed from (L , R), then one sees
from (4.2) that two cells η([x1 − ε, x1]) and η([x2 − ε, x2]) for x1, x2 ∈ εZ intersect
along a non-trivial connected boundary arc if and only if the mated-CRT map adjacency
condition (1.17) holds for either L or R. Thus the mated-CRT map is isomorphic to
the adjacency graph of space-filling SLE cells, with cells considered to be adjacent if
they intersect along a non-trivial connected boundary arc. Note that for κ ∈ (4, 8), it is
possible for two cells to intersect along a cantor-like set, but not a non-trivial connected
boundary arc, in which case the cells are not considered to be adjacent (see Fig. 6, right).
4.2. Comparing Liouville graph distance and SLE cell distance. In this subsection we
will prove a proposition which allows us to compare distances in the adjacency graph
of space-filling SLE cells discussed above with Liouville graph distances (see Proposi-
tion 4.4). For this purpose we first need to introduce a few variants of Liouville graph
distance. We start with the analogue of Liouville graph distance with SLE cells used in
place of Euclidean balls.
Definition 4.1. Let h be some variant of the GFF on the whole plane such that μh(C) =
∞ a.s. and let η be an independent whole-plane space-filling SLEκ curve, sampled
independently from h and then parametrized by γ -LQG mass with respect to h, i.e., so
that η(0) = 0 and μh(η([s, t])) = t − s whenever −∞ < s < t < ∞. For U ⊂ C,
ε > 0, and z1, z2 ∈ C, we let Dεh,η(z1, z2;U ) be equal to 1 plus the graph distance
from the cell containing z1 to the cell containing z2 in the graph of cells of the form
η([x − ε, x]) for x ∈ εZ which are contained in U , with two such cells considered to
be adjacent if they intersect along a non-trivial connected boundary arc.
We also let D̃εh,η(z1, z2;U ) be the minimum number of SLE segments of the form
η([a, b]) for 0 < b − a ≤ ε which are contained in U and whose union contains a
Euclidean path from z1 to z2.
We abbreviate Dεh,η(·, ·) := Dεh,η(·, ·;C) and D̃εh,η(·, ·) := Dεh,η(·, ·;C).
We are mostly interested in Dεh,η since in the case when h is the field corresponding to
a γ -quantum cone, we know from the preceding subsection that Dεh,η(z1, z2) is equal to
1 plus the graph distance in the mated-CRT map Gε between the vertices corresponding
to the cells containing z1 and z2. On the other hand, the definition of D̃εh,η is more closely
analogous to the definition of Liouville graph distance and in particular
D̃εh,η(z1, z2;U ) ≤ D̃ε
′
h,η(z1, z2;U ), ∀z1, z2 ∈ U, ∀ε′ ∈ (0, ε]. (4.3)
The analogous relationship does not hold for Dεh,η.
It is obvious that
D̃εh,η(z1, z2;U ) ≤ Dεh,η(z1, z2;U ), ∀z1, z2 ∈ U. (4.4)
One also has the following reverse relationship.
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Lemma 4.2. Suppose we are in the setting of Definition 4.1. There is a deterministic
constant c > 0, depending only on γ , such that the following is true. Let U ⊂ V ⊂ C
be connected open sets. On the event that each cell η([x − ε, x]) for x ∈ εZ which
intersects U is contained in V ,
Dεh,η(z1, z2; V ) ≤ cD̃εh,η(z1, z2;U ), ∀z1, z2 ∈ U. (4.5)
In particular, if h is a whole-plane GFF normalized so that h1(0) = 0 or the circle
average embedding of a γ -quantum cone and U ⊂ V ⊂ V ⊂ D, then (4.5) holds with
polynomially high probability as ε → 0.
Proof. Suppose we are working on the event that each cell η([x − ε, x]) for x ∈ εZ
which intersects U is contained in V . We will prove (4.5). Each segment η([a, b]) with
0 < b−a ≤ ε which is contained inU is contained in the union of at most two segments
of the form η([x − ε, x]) for x ∈ εZ which intersect U , hence are contained in V . It
follows that the minimum number of cells of the form η([x − ε, x]) for x ∈ εZ which
are contained in V and whose union contains a Euclidean path in U from z1 to z2 is
bounded above by cD̃εh,η(z1, z2;U ).
The above minimum is not the same as Dεh,η(z1, z2; V ) when γ ∈ (
√
2, 2) since
in this case two cells can intersect but not share a non-trivial connected boundary arc
(see Fig. 6, right), in which case they do not count as being adjacent for the purposes
of defining Dεh,η(z1, z2; V ). However, the number of times that η can hit any fixed
point of C is at most a deterministic, γ -dependent constant c′ (see [GHM15, Section
6] or [DMS14, Section 8.2]), so any two cells which intersect at a point w ∈ U can
be joined by a path of at most c′ cells which also intersect w and such that any two
successive cells in the path share a non-trivial boundary arc. Each cell in this path must
be contained in V by assumption, so we get (4.5) with c = 2c′.
The last statement follows since standard SLE/LQG estimates show that there is a
q = q(γ ) > 0 such that the maximal diameter of the cells η([x − ε, x]) which intersect
U is at most εq with polynomially high probability as ε → 0 (see, e.g., [GHS19,
Lemma 3.3]), which implies that each such cell is contained in V with polynomially
high probability as ε → 0. 
In the case of the whole-plane GFF, we will bound Dεh,η-distances above and below
by distances with respect to two minor variants of Liouville graph distances which we
now define. For z ∈ C and ε > 0, let
R
ε








and Bε(z) := BRε (z)(z). (4.7)
For an open setU ⊂ C and z1, z2 ∈ U , we define the modified Liouville graph distance
D
ε
h (z1, z2;U ) to be the minimum number of balls of the form Br (w) with r ≤ Rε(w),
w ∈ U , and Br (w) ⊂ U whose union contains a path from z1 to z2. We similarly define
Dεh(z1, z2;U ) but with Rε(w) in place of R
ε
(w).
We will need the following partial analogue of Theorem 1.4 for the above variants
of Liouville graph distance.
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Proposition 4.3. Let h be a whole-plane GFF normalized so that its circle average over
∂D is zero. For each open set U ⊂ C, each compact connected set K ⊂ U, and each




h(z, w;U ) ≤ ε−
1
dγ −ζ and Dεh(K , ∂U ) ≥ ε−
1
dγ +ζ . (4.8)
Proof. By [DZZ18a, Proposition 6.2] together with Lemma 2.1 and its variants for D
ε
h
and Dεh (which are proven in the same way), for any bounded connected setU ⊂ C, any
fixed disjoint compact sets K1, K2 ⊂ U , and any ζ ∈ (0, 1), it holds with polynomially
high probability as ε → 0 that
εζ Dεh(K1, K2;U ) ≤ Dεh(K1, K2;U ) ≤ ε−ζ Dεh(K1, K2;U ) (4.9)
and the same holds with Dεh in place of D
ε
h . The lower bound for D
ε
h(K , ∂U ) in (4.8) is
immediate from this and (3.30) from the proof of Theorem 1.4. The desired upper bound
for D
ε
h(z, w;U ) follows from exactly the same argument given in Sect. 3.2 (with (4.9)
used to prove the needed analogue of Lemma 3.12). 
The main result of this subsection is the following proposition.
Proposition 4.4. Let h be a whole-plane GFF normalized so that its circle average over
∂D is zero and fix ζ ∈ (0, 1). Also let U1 ⊂ U2 ⊂ U3 ⊂ C be bounded, connected open




h (z, w;U3) ≤ Dεh,η (z, w;U2) ≤ εζ Dεh (z, w;U1) , ∀z, w ∈ U1. (4.10)
In particular, for any open set U ⊂ C and any compact set K ⊂ U, it holds with




h,η(z, w;U ) ≤ ε−
1
dγ −ζ and Dεh,η(K , ∂U ) ≥ ε−
1
dγ +ζ , (4.11)
and the same is true with Dεh or D
ε
h in place of D
ε
h,η. Moreover, the conclusion of




h,η in place of D
ε
h.
Proposition 4.4 does not apply directly in the setting of Sect. 4.1.3 since we are
working with a whole-plane GFF instead of a γ -quantum cone. We will transfer to the
case of a γ -quantum cone in Proposition 4.6 below. For the proof of the lower bound for
Dεh,η in Proposition 4.4, we need the following basic estimate for the γ -LQG measure.
Lemma 4.5. Let h and U be as in Proposition 4.4 and let Rε(z) for ε > 0 and z ∈ C






















at a rate which is uniform over all z ∈ U.
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Proof. By [DS11, Proposition 3.2], hεζ Rε (z)(z) − hRε (z)(z) is centered Gaussian with
variance log ε−ζ . By the Gaussian tail bound,
P
[























γ hεζ Rε (z)(z)
)
]
≥ 1− Oε(ε p), ∀p > 0.
We conclude by combining these estimates and recalling that Rε(z)2+γ
2/2eγ hRε (z) = ε
by definition. 
Proof of Proposition 4.4. Fix a small parameter ξ ∈ (0, 1) to be chosen later, in amanner
depending only on ζ and γ .
Step 1: regularity event for balls and cells. By Lemma 3.8 (and a union bound over
dyadic values of ε), there exists p̃2 > p̃1 > 0 depending only on γ such that with
polynomially high probability as ε → 0,
Each Euclidean ball B ⊂ U3 withμh(B) = δ ∈ (0, εξ ] has radius in [δ p̃2 , δ p̃1 ]. (4.12)
By [GHM15, Proposition 3.4 and Remark 3.9], for each ξ ∈ (0, 1), it holds with super-
polynomially high probability as ε → 0 that the following is true: for each δ ∈ (0, εξ ]
and each a, b ∈ Rwith a < b, η([a, b]) ⊂ U3, and diam η([a, b]) ≥ δ, the set η([a, b])
contains a Euclidean ball of radius at least δ1+ξ . Let Eε = Eε(ξ) be the event that this
is the case and (4.12) holds, so that Eε occurs with polynomially high probability as
ε → 0, with the exponent depending only on γ .
We first argue that if ξ is chosen sufficiently small (in a manner depending only on
γ ) then there exists p2 > p1 > 0 (depending only on γ ) such that on Eε ,
ε p2 ≤ Rε(z) ≤ ε p1, ∀z ∈ U3 and
ε p2 ≤ diam η([x − ε, x]) ≤ ε p1 , ∀x ∈ εZ with η([x − ε, x]) ⊂ U3. (4.13)
Indeed, the bounds for R
ε
(z) in (4.13) (for any p1 < p̃1 < p̃2 < p2) are immediate
from (4.12) sinceμh(B2Rε (z)(z)) = ε. Sinceμh(η([x−ε, x])) = ε, the lower bound for
diam η([x−ε, x]) is also immediate from (4.12). To get the upper bound for diam(η([x−
ε, x])), we first use the condition on η in the definition of (4.12) to get that each of the
cells η([x − ε, x]) which is contained in U3 must contain a Euclidean ball of radius at
least (εξ ∧ diam(η([x − ε, x]))1+ξ . This ball has μh-mass at most ε, so by (4.12) has
radius at most ε p̃1 . This gives the upper bound in (4.13) for any p1 > p̃1 provided ξ is
chosen sufficiently small.




h . Assume that E
ε occurs. To
lighten notation, let 2B
ε
(z) := B2Rε (z)(z), so that μh(2B
ε
(z)) = ε. We assume that ε is
chosen sufficiently small such that on Eε , each ball of the form 2B
ε
(z) which intersects
U1 and each cell η([x − ε, x]) for x ∈ εZ which intersects such a ball is contained in
U2 (this is the case for small enough ε by (4.13)).
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For z ∈ U2, none of the SLE cells η([x − ε, x]) for x ∈ εZ (which each have μh-
mass ε) is properly contained in 2B
ε
(z), so each such cell which intersects B
ε
(z) must
cross the annulus 2B
ε
(z) \ Bε(z). Since Rε(z) ≤ ε p1 ≤ εξ by (4.13), the condition on
η in the definition of Eε together with (4.13) (applied to a segment of η|[x−ε,x] which
crosses the annulus) shows that each such cell contains a Euclidean ball of radius at least
R
ε
(z)1+ξ ≥ ε p2ξ Rε(z) which is itself contained in 2Bε(z). Such a ball has Lebesgue
measure at least πε2p2ξ R
ε
(z)2, so there can be at most 4ε−2p2ξ such balls contained
in 2B
ε
(z). Hence there can be at most 4ε−2p2ξ cells of the form η([x − ε, x]) which
intersect B
ε
(z). In particular, any connected subset of U1 which can be covered by N
balls of the form B
ε
(z) can be covered by ε−2p2ξ N cells of the form η([x − ε, x])
for x ∈ εZ. Each such cell is contained in U2 by the assumption in the preceding
paragraph. Ifwe choose ξ ≤ ζ/(2p2), this shows thatwith polynomially high probability
Dεh,η(z, w;U2) ≤ εζ D
ε
h(z, w;U1) for all z, w ∈ U1.




h,η. On the event E
ε
above, each cell η([x − ε, x]) which is contained in U2 contains a Euclidean ball Bεx of
radius at least (diam η([x − ε, x]))1+ξ ≥ ε p2ξ diam η([x − ε, x]). By (4.13), this ball
Bεx has radius at least ε
p2(1+ξ) and hence contains a point of (ε2p2Z2) ∩U3 provided ε
is small enough that ε p1 ≤ dist(∂U2, ∂U3).
By Lemma 4.5 (applied with ε1−ζ in place of ε, p2ξ in place of ζ , and ξ1/4, say, in
place of ξ ) and a union bound over (ε2p2Z2)∩U3, if ξ is chosen sufficiently small, in a












+ξ1/4(1−ζ ) ≥ ε, ∀z ∈ (ε2p2Z2)∩U3.
(4.14)
Furthermore, by a standard Gaussian estimate (see, e.g., [MS16a, Proposition 2.4]) it
holds with polynomially high probability as ε → 0 that each of the balls Bε1−ζ (z) for
z ∈ U2 is contained in U3.
Henceforth assume that Eε occurs, (4.14) holds, and the event described just af-
ter (4.14) occurs. Since the radius of Bεx is at least ε
p2(1+ξ) for each x ∈ εZ with
η([x − ε, x]) ⊂ U2, for each such x we can find z ∈ (ε2p2Z2) ∩ Bεx which lies at




x . Since μh(B
ε
x ) ≤ ε and by (4.14),
the ball B
ε2p2ξ(1−ζ )Rε1−ζ (z)(z) cannot be contained in B
ε




−p2ξ(1−ζ ) diam(Bεx ) ≥ diam η([x − ε, x]). In other words, η([x − ε, x]) ⊂ Bε1−ζ (z).
We also have Bε
1−ζ
(z) ⊂ U3 by our above assumption. Since a z ∈ η([x − ε, x]) with
this property can be found for any x ∈ εZ, we obtain the left inequality in (4.10).
The bound (4.11) and its variants for Dεh and D
ε
h is immediate from (4.10) and
Proposition 4.3. The analogue of Theorem 1.4 for Dεh,η is immediate from (4.11) and
a union bound over dyadic values of ε (here we also need to use (4.3) and Lemma 4.2





4.3. Ball growth exponent for random planar maps. In order to studymated-CRTmaps,
we need to transfer the conclusion of Proposition 4.4 from the case of a whole-plane
GFF to the case of a γ -quantum cone. We restrict attention to balls contained in the unit
disk to avoid technicalities related to our choice of embedding for the γ -quantum cone.
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Proposition 4.6. Let h be the circle average embedding of a γ -quantum cone. For each
ζ ∈ (0, 1) and each ρ ∈ (0, 1), it holds with polynomially high probability as ε → 0




) ≥ ε− 1dγ +ζ and max
z,w∈Bρ(0)
Dεh,η (z, w;D) ≤ ε−
1
dγ −ζ . (4.15)
Proof. Recall that h|D agrees in lawwith the corresponding restriction of a whole-plane
GFF plus γ log(| · |−1), normalized so that its circle average over ∂D is 0. Hence it is
enough to prove the lemma with h replaced with a whole-plane GFF plus γ log(| · |−1).
We assume that this replacement has been made throughout the proof.
The lower bound in (4.15) is immediate from Proposition 4.4 for Dεh,η (applied with
K = ∂Bρ/2(0) and U = Bρ(0) \ Bρ/4(0), say) since h|D\Bρ/2(0) differs from the
corresponding restriction of a whole-plane GFF by a deterministic, bounded function.
To get the upper bound, we will bound the distance across dyadic annuli centered
at 0, then sum over the annuli. Recall that D̃εh,η is the modified version of D
ε
h,η from
Definition 4.1. For most of the argument we will use this distance instead of Dεh,η since
the former is monotone in ε (recall (4.3)). We will switch back to Dεh,η at the end by
means of Lemma 4.2.
Let ζ̃ ∈ (0, 1) be a small parameter to be chosen later, in a manner depending only on
ζ and γ . Also fix r ∈ (0, ρ∧ (1−ρ)). For n ∈ N0, define the annulusAn := B2−nρ(0)\
B2−n−1ρ(0) and the slightly larger annulusA′n := B2−n(ρ+r)(0) \ B2−n−1(ρ−r)(0). Define
the re-scaled field/curve pair




for Tn := 2(2+γ 2/2)neγ h2−n (0).
(4.16)
Then (hn, ηn)
d= (h, η) (note that ηn is parametrized by μhn -mass by the γ -LQG coor-
dinate change formula [DS11, Proposition 2.1]). Furthermore, each segment ηn([a, b])
with 0 < b− a ≤ ε is equal to the re-scaled segment 2−nη([T−1n a, T−1n b]). Therefore,
D̃εh,η(z, w;A′n) = D̃Tnεhn ,ηn (2nz, 2nw;A′0), ∀z, w ∈ A′n . (4.17)
By standard estimates for the γ -LQG measure (see, e.g., [GHS19, Lemma A.3]),
we can find q = q(γ ) > 0 such that with polynomially high probability as ε → 0,
we have μh(B2εq (0)) ≤ ε, which means that B2εq (0) does not contain any ε-LQG
mass segment of η. It follows from [GHM15, Proposition 3.4 and Remark 3.9] that with
superpolynomially high probability as ε → 0, the number of crossings of B2εq (0) \
Bεq (0) by η is at most ε−ζ̃ . Consequently, with polynomially high probability as ε → 0,
Bεq (0) can be covered by at most ε−ζ̃ segments of η which are contained in B2εq (0)
and hence μh-mass at most ε and so
max
z,w∈Bεq (0)
D̃εh,η (z, w;D) ≤ ε−ζ̃ . (4.18)
We will now estimate D̃Tnεhn ,ηn |A′0 for n ∈ N0 with 2−n ≥ εq , then sum over all such
n. For each such n, let En = En(ε) be the event that
|h2−n (0)| ≤ γ log 2n + ζ̃
γ
log ε−1 and max
z,w∈A0
D̃Tnεhn ,ηn (z, w;A′0) ≤ ε−
1
dγ −ζ/2 .
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The random variable h2−n (0) is centered Gaussian with mean γ log 2
n and variance
log 2n [DS11, Section3.1], so the probability that thefirst condition in the definitionof En




log 2n , then if ζ̃ is chosen sufficiently small, in amanner dependingonly onγ we
have (in the notation of (4.16)) Tn ≥ 2(2+γ 2/2−γ )nεζ̃ ≥ εζ̃ . Since (hn, ηn) d= (h, η) and
h|A′0 differs from the corresponding restriction of a whole-plane GFF by a deterministic
function which is bounded independently of ε and n, we infer from Proposition 4.4
and (4.3) (to compare D̃Tnεhn ,ηn to D̃
ε1+̃ζ
hn ,ηn ) that if ζ̃ is chosen sufficiently small, in a manner
depending only on γ and ζ , then En occurswith polynomially high probability as ε → 0,
uniformly over all n ∈ N0 with 2−n ≥ εq . By a union bound over logarithmically many
values of n, we see that with polynomially high probability as ε → 0, En occurs for
every such n. Combining this with (4.17) and (4.18), and summing over all n with
2−n ≥ εq , we see that the upper bound in (4.15) holds with D̃εh,η in place of Dεh,η with
polynomially high probability as ε → 0. We then convert from D̃εh,η to Dεh,η by means
of Lemma 4.2. 
As a consequence of Proposition 4.6, we obtain Theorem 1.6 in the case of the
mated-CRT map.
Proposition 4.7. Let G = G1 be the γ -mated-CRT map with unit increment size. For
each ζ ∈ (0, 1), it holds with polynomially high probability as r → ∞ (at a rate
depending only on ζ and γ ) that the volume of the metric ball of radius r satisfies
rdγ−ζ ≤ #BGr (0) ≤ rdγ +ζ . (4.19)
Proof. Recall that for ε > 0, the mated-CRTmap Gε agrees in law with G. Furthermore,
the map εZ  x 	→ η([x − ε, x]) is a graph isomorphism from Gε to the adjacency
graph of cells η([x − ε, x]) for x ∈ εZ. Proposition 4.6 implies that for each ρ ∈ (0, 1),




ε−1/(dγ +ζ ) (0)
)
⊂ Bρ(0) and BGε
ε−1/(dγ −ζ ) (0) ⊃ η
−1 (Bρ(0) ∩ η(εZ)
)
. (4.20)
Since h|D agrees in law with the corresponding restriction of a whole-plane GFF plus
γ log | · |, it is easily seen (see, e.g., [GHS19, Lemmas A.2 and A.3]) that μh(Bρ(0))
has finite moments of all negative orders and a finite moment of some positive order,




) ≤ ε−ζ . Since the cells η([x − ε, x]) have μh-mass ε, it holds with
polynomially high probability as ε → 0 that
ε−1+ζ ≤ # (Bρ(0) ∩ η(εZ)
) ≤ ε−1−ζ .
Combining this with (4.20) (applied with ε = r−dγ−ζ and with ε = r−dγ +ζ ), possibly
shrinking ζ , and recalling that Gε d= G shows that (4.19) holds with polynomially high
probability as r →∞. 
Proof of Theorem 1.6. The theorem statement in the case whenM = G is a mated-CRT
map follows from Proposition 4.7 and a union bound over dyadic values of r . IfM is one
of the other planar maps listed above the theorem statement, let G be themated-CRTmap
with the same value of γ as M. Proposition 4.7 together with the coupling results for
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M and G established in [GHS17] (see in particular [GHS19, Theorem 1.5 and Lemma
1.12]) shows that for each ζ ∈ (0, 1), it holds with polynomially high probability as
r →∞ that
rdγ−ζ ≤ #BMr (0) ≤ rdγ +ζ . (4.21)
We now conclude as above by means of a union bound over dyadic values of r . 
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A. Proof of Lemma 3.1
We will compare ĥtr and hU , and then ĥtr and ĥ. The comparison of hU and h follows
from Lemma 2.1.
Lemma A.1. If U ⊂ C is a bounded Jordan domain then we can couple ĥtr with the
zero-boundary GFF hU on U in such a way that the following is true. If we let K be the
set of points in U which lie at distance at least 110 from ∂U, then (h− ĥtr)|K a.s. admits
a modification which is a continuous Gaussian random function and there are constants





U − ĥtr)(z)| ≤ A
]
≥ 1− c0e−c1A2 . (A.1)
Proof. Recall the white noise W used to define ĥtr in (3.3) and for 0 < t < t̃ ≤ ∞, let





pU (s/2; z, w)W (dw, ds). (A.2)
It is easily checked using the Kolmogorov continuity criterion that hUt,∞ for t > 0 a.s. ad-
mits a continuousmodification. Furthermore, the distributional limit hU := limt→0 hUt,∞
is the zero-boundary GFF onU [RV14a, Lemma 5.4]. This gives a coupling of hU with
{̂htrt }t∈[0,1].
Set ft (z) := ĥUt,1(z)− ĥtrt (z), so that





qs(z, w)W (dw, ds)
for qs(z, w) := pU (s/2; z, w)− pB1/10(z)(s/2; z, w).
Since Brownian motion started from z is extremely unlikely to travel distance further




U qs(z, w) dw ds
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converges as t → 0 for each fixed z ∈ U . This shows that the function f (z) :=
limt→0 ft (z) is a.s. defined for Lebesgue-a.e. z ∈ U and is Gaussian with covariances





qs(z1, w)qs(z2, w) dw ds, ∀z1, z2 ∈ U. (A.3)
To show that f |K admits a continuous modification, we will show that
Var( f (z1)− f (z2))  |z1 − z2|, uniformly over all z1, z2 ∈ K . (A.4)
Since f is Gaussian, this together with the Kolmogorov continuity criterion will show
that a.s. f is locally Hölder continuous with any exponent less than 1/2. This shows that
(hU − ĥtr)|K = ĥU1,∞+ f a.s. admits a continuous modification. Furthermore, since K is
compact a.s. maxz∈K |(hU − ĥtr)(z)| < ∞ so the Borell-TIS inequality [Bor75,SCs74]
(see, e.g., [AT07, Theorem 2.1.1]) shows that E[maxz∈K |(hU − ĥtr)(z)|] < ∞ and
that (A.1) holds for an appropriate choice of c0 and c1.
It remains only to prove (A.4). This is done by an elementary but somewhat tedious
calculation. By translating and rotating U , it suffices prove (A.4) in the case when U is
such that ε,−ε ∈ K with z1 = ε and z2 = −ε, with the implicit constant depending
only on the size and shape ofU . Here and throughout the proof, we identifyC withR2,
so ε,−ε ∈ C correspond to the points (ε, 0) and (−ε, 0). Using (A.3), we find that








− 2qs(w, ε)qs(w,−ε) dw ds. (A.5)





2 + qs(w,−ε)2 −
2qs(w, ε)qs(w,−ε) dw ds = Oε(ε). We therefore only need to bound the integral
from ε to 1.
If Bz denotes a standard planar Brownian motion started from z, then the law of Bzs/2
is 1
πs e
−|w|2/s dw and the conditional law ofBz |[0,s] given {Bzs = w} is that of a Brownian
bridge from z to w in time s/2. Hence, if Bs,z,w denotes such a Brownian bridge, then





[Bs,z,w([0, s/2]) ⊂ U] . (A.6)
By (A.6) (applied for U and with B1/10(z) in place of U ) we see that for z ∈ K ,




s |w−z|2 q̃s(z, w),
for q̃s(z, w) := P
[Bs,z,w exits B1/10(z) but not U before time s/2
]
. (A.7)


















s |w−ε|2 q̃s(w, ε)2 + e−
2
s |w+ε|2 q̃s(w,−ε)2
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−2q̃s(w, ε)q̃s(w,−ε)) dw ds. (A.8)
To bound this last integrand, we couple the Brownian bridges from (A.7) for s = ±ε in
such a way that Bs,ε,wu = Bu − 2us Bs/2 + ε + 2us (w − ε) and Bs,−ε,wu = Bu − 2us Bs/2 −
ε + 2us (w + ε) for B a standard linear Brownian motion on [0, s/2]. Then






Let Eε be the event that Bs,ε,w exits B1/10(ε) but notU before time s/2, and define E−ε
similarly with −ε in place of ε. Then on Eε \ E−ε , either Bs,ε,w exits B1/10(ε) without
exiting B1/10+4ε(ε) or Bs,ε,w enters the 4ε-neighborhood of ∂U without exiting U . The
probability that it does so is of order Oε(ε), uniformly over w ∈ U and s > 0. A similar
statement holds with the roles of ε and −ε reversed. Therefore,
|̃qs(w, ε)− q̃s(w,−ε)| = Oε(ε).
Plugging this last bound into (A.8) and recalling (A.5) and the sentence just after, we
get






















dw ds + Oε(ε). (A.9)
For s ∈ [ε, 1], we have that |(1/s)ε Rew| ≤ |w| and the integral of 1
πs2
e− 2s |w|2+ 1s |w|
over (w, s) ∈ U × [ε, 1] is finite. This allows us to move the Oε(ε) inside the integral














s Rew + e
ε
s Rew − 2
)














2s Rew − e ε2s Rew
)2










s (|w|2+ε2)ε2(Rew)2 dw ds + Oε(ε) = Oε(ε),
where in the second inequality we use that q̃s(w, ε) ≤ 1 and that |ex − e−x |  |x | for
|x |  1. This gives (A.4) for z1 = ε and z2 = −ε, as desired. 
Lemma A.2. If ĥ and ĥtr are defined using the samewhite noise, then ĥ−ĥtr a.s. admits a
continuous modification and for any compact set K ⊂ C, there are constants c0, c1 > 0
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Proof. This follows from exactly the same argument used to prove Lemma A.1. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Combine Lemmas 2.1, A.1, and A.2. 
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